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(listings on Springboard)

What is career-related experience?
All internships, by definition are career-related experience. Also, some volunpart-time,

and summer

jobs are career-related,

depending

on your field of interest. You are looking for a supervised on-the-job learning
experience where you gain some knowledge and experience in a field you are

interested in pursuing. Determine if the experience gained will lead toward your
field(s) of interest before you accept the opportunity.

Current career-related opportunities on Springboard:
Sequoia Park Zoo— Zoo Education Intern (JOB ID: 789)
Humboldt County Public Defender— Law Intern (JOB ID: 700)

Northcoast Regional Land Trust— PR, Fundraising and Education Interns
HSU Women’s Resource Center— Marketing, PR Intern (JOB ID: 686)
Humboldt County Probation Department-— Intern (JOB ID: 365)
Plus 70 More!
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Housing shortage leaves students homeless
Housing and Dining scrambles to find
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jill Koelling

Freshmen Kari Armstrong and Kristen Samayoa
this arrangement would be temporary.

live in the Redwoo d Hall bike room with two other women.

Joseph Clerici
jac100@humboldt.edu

For many students, the beginning of a new semester brings great stress. Getting adjusted to a new school
schedule, new job, and expectations from new professors
can be difficult. This time, however, many HSU students
are facing the absence of one of life’s basic necessities. They
still don’t have a place to live.
Three weeks into instruction, dozens of enrolled students are on a waiting list for on-campus housing (100
when the semester began), more than half of whom are
incoming freshmen.
Increased enrollment, coupled with an unusually low
number of cancellations, has exceeded the residence halls’
Popular nearby rentals such as the Campus
capacity.
Apartments, adjacent to the library, were completely full
by the beginning of August. Some students have had no
choice but to stay with friends or rent hotel rooms at exor
bitant costs to them and their families.
According to University Registrar Hillary Dashiell,
the lack of available space in the residence halls arose out
of a combination of circumstances. First a considerable
r.
amount of residents opted to stay on campus this semeste
Second, enrollment for new freshmen rose from 837 last
s also
fall to 983 this fall. ‘The amount of transfer student
rose from 788 to 811.
“Cur recruitment efforts have paid off,” Dashiell said.

the Uni
But the circumstances of the increased interest in
versity have overwhelmed its resources, she said.
accom
HSU’s housing department has taken action to
overwhelm
modate students temporarily, but due to the
with lim
met
have
ing numbers on the waiting list, they

ited success.
Freitas,
Holly

tive and conference

director

assistant

of

administra-

services is struggling to help the

students.“Typically, we would only have eight temporary
rooms to house people in, while they waited for a perma-

nent room assignment, but this year we have 36 and we
still can’t get everyone into the halls,”
been a unique year in that regard.”
Assignments Coordinator Debbie
HSU for 27 years and said she cannot
being a wait list into the second week

said Freitas. “This has
Coles has worked for
remember there ever
of instruction.

Finding off-campus housing is proving to be just as

difficult.

New

HSU

student

Jason Valdez decided not to

bother with the residence halls after being told he was on
a long waiting list, but has been unable to find anything in
Arcata or nearby communities.

“The residence halls told me that I should search for off
campus housing, so that was extremely discouraging, and I
didn’t even turn in my housing license agreement because
of that.” Valdez said. “I’ve been looking for housing here in
Arcata and as far as Eureka.’
Rachael Mooter was luckier, finally finding a place to
live in Eureka after weeks of searching.

“[It was]

a little

more than I wanted to pay, but I was desperate!” she said.
“Too many students, not enough housing.”
Local renters have also been feeling the pressure from
displaced students attempting to move into their proper
ties.

Housing assured them that

said Callie Wolverton, who works for Strombeck Prop

erties, a major property and rental management

agency

1n

Arcata said “This summer has been the busiest out of the
past three.” Strombeck manages several apartment complexes in town, including the Campus and Woodridge
Apartments, as well as the Colony Inn,
At press time, the only vacancies in any of the company’s properties were at the Colony Inn, which is the last
choice of several students due to its shared living arrangements. Despite the lack of options, Strombeck was one of
the few renta one agencies that were able to almost immediately accommodate prospective tenants.
Additionally, all of the company’s units are rented on
a month-to-month basis, so students are free to move to
another residence without being penalized for breaking a
lease. This also means that each month, several units can
become available.
Humboldt Property Management, one of the prominent rental agencies for Arcata and Eureka, declined to
comment on the issue.
The HSU housing office has collected information from
community members willing to offer emergency housing
to students. Freitas encouraged students to contact Housing at 826-3451 for information on possible rooms or rent
als.

there is also a bulletin board outside the housing office
where homeless students can post vacancies, find room
mates, and trade contact information. in addition, inter
net sites like Craigslist.org, and local newspapers such at
the Tri City classifieds often have rental listings.
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Thursday, Aug. 31
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A 911 call with no verbal response was made from a courte-
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sy phone in an SBSB elevator. Elevators on all floors were checked

with no sign of a problem.
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checkbook

was

found

booked

on
into

recklessly in the Library parking

lot. Officers checked the area and
were unable to locate the vehicle.
9133:a.m-

Vandalism was reported in the

An odor of marijuana was reported in Redwood Hall. Officers
checked and were unable to locate

mined to have been previously reported.

source.

Parking officers booted a vehicle in the north Mai Kai lot for unpaid citations.

Report of a subject wandering around the Harry Griffith Hall
parking lot for 15 minutes looking
in vehicles. Officers contacted the
man who stated that he was waiting for his girlfriend to get out of
class.
12:43 p.m.
plane over campus heading northeast from 13th and C Streets. Sub-

ject states that he is a pilot and
knows that the plane is well under 500 feet. Officers checked and
were unable to locate the plane.
1:52 p.m.

Skateboarders were contacted
at 17th and B Streets and warned
for stop sign violations.
2:23 p.m.

A bicycle was taken from the
grassy area near the north Mai Kai

parking lot between 9 a.m. and 1
p.m.

A cell phone was found and
iurned in to UPD. Owner reclaimed property.
6:32 p.m.

Odor of marijuana was report-

Vehicle booted on Laurel Drive
in front of Gist Hall.
10:49 a.m.

Hill Hall gazebo. Incident deter-

5:01 p.m.

9:00 am - 6:00 pm, Friday

A

8:09 a.m.

10:38 a.m.

12 p.m.

2:55 p.m.
A report of a sexual assault
that occurred out of the area was
made.

9:00 am - 5:00 pm, Monday-Thursday

rested by APD.
8:27 a.m.

on campus.

Subject reports a low-flying air-

Along with:

A brown leather wallet was
found and turned in to UPD. The
wallet was returned to owner.

Patrol check requested for dark
green Subaru Outback driving

12:12 p.m.

(Sbank

block of Samoa Boulevard with attempted burglary. Suspect was ar-

on campus.

warned them about climbing trees

707.826.1195
WWW.mosgos.org

Access provided to residence in
Pepperwood Hall.

Union Street and
property at UPD.
9:03 a.m.

A report was taken of a person
in a tree behind the Art Building.
Officers contacted the subject and

3:34 a.m.

booked, cited and released.
5:27 a.m.
UPD assisted APD in the 1600

Skateboarders on the corner of
B and Harpst Streets were warned
about skateboarding regulations
Ely

@ I8O Westwood

outstanding warrants. They were

10:43 a.m.

Sharpie pen grafhti to Hill gazebo. Reports taken.
3:08 p.m.

Man reports his vehicle missing form the Mai Kai parking lot.
The man later called back and advised that his girlfriend had taken
the car to work. No further assistance was needed.
9199: p.m.

Subjects in Madrone Hall were
contacted for the smell of marijuana in their room. One subject was
cited of possession of less than one
ounce of marijuana.

2:13 p.m.

A 911

or
fo
to

in
th
OF
In

call was placed in front of

Monday, Aug. 28

the SBS building on Rorrow Street.
Area checked.
3:29 p.m.
Mai Kai lot fines paid and the
boot was removed.
6:03 p.m.

A debit card was found in the
South Lounge and turned in to
UPD. Owner was contacted and
advised.
7:37 p.m.

UPD assisted APD checking
the area on 7th Street for a male
subject reported to be jumping at
cars as they passed. Subject was located on the Plaza and arrested by

APD.

in

1:17 a.m.

Complaints of subjects talking loudly in the Canyon gazebo.
Three subjects were contacted and
quite upon the officer’s arrival.
2:30 a.m.

APD

requested

at

tc
WwW
e’

assistance

at

the Arcata Community Pool. Offi-

rl

cers stood by while APD arrested

n

two subjects.
10:04 a.m.

h

Report
inside the
ry Griffith.
and unable

of a shirtless transient
men’s restroom of HarHall. Area was checked
to locate subject.

10:27 a.m.

7:54 p.m.

A male subject was arrested on
an outstanding warrant.

8:15 p.m.

A subject was cited in Pepperwood Hall for possession of less
than one ounce of marijuana.
11:44 p.m.

Report of a male subject following two people as the left the Uni-

Report of an ashtray on fire in
the Balabains quad area. Ashtray
was checked and its contents extinguished.
12:10 p.m.

A check book turned in to CenterAts was booked into propoerty
at UPD.
3:17p.m.

checked

A stump. was reported to be
on fire in the wooded area behind

the area and were unable to locate
the subject.

department responded and extin-

versity

m

c

locker room. Officers checked the
facility but no subjects were found
in the building.

Salads

Dp

and

Bagels

12:43 a.m.
Subjects contacted behind the
Field House and were arrested for
possession of marijuana and four

cr

Soups

Los

A report was taken of possible
subjects in the Forbes Complex

1:16 a.m.
Noise complaints in Sunset
Hall. Subject was contacted and
warned for drug activity and the
noise complaint.

Center.

Officers

Sunset Court buildings. The fire
guished the fire.

—_—_=—
©

from

4:32 a.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 30

yn

Bagels

Bakery

Subjects were cited for possession
of marijuana.

?

OF,

Coast

area but were unable to locate the
source of the odor.

Brio

odor of marijuana in Sunset Hall.

taken.

the

—

North

and

checked

fr

from

Officers

ab

Pastries

Hall.

a

press

Le AR

and Tea

A complaint was made of the

a

Coffee

12:40 a.m.

Report of a sexual assault was

ORE

Organic

8:10 p.m.

fo EaRUNCAD

12:14 a.m.

The smell of marijuana was reported on the fourth floor of Cy-

ST

unable to locate source.

-
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The Jolly Giant Commons elevator was inspected April 29,
2005. Its permit expired April 29, 2006.

is out of date,” Moxon said, “but
that’s the government's fault.”

on expired permits for more than

in Founder's Hall every day to get
to class. Until last Thursday, Okin
was unaware the permit in that el

are not the only inspections the
elevators undergo, however. At
least once a month, Moxon said,
Otis Elevator Company performs
routine inspections. There are also
staff members on campus capable
of maintaining elevators, but only
do so in emergency situations for
liability reasons.
“If Otis is in Crescent City,
were not going to wait an hour
and a half if someone is trapped
in an elevator,’ Moxon said.
Otis Elevator Company was
unavailable for comment as of

evator expired

press time.

four months.
Permits inside campus elevators have posted expirations dating back to at least April, meaning
they have not been inspected for
operation by the Department of
Industrial Relations’ Division of
Occupational Safety and Health
in almost a year and a half.
Louis Okin, a history professor
at HSU,

“Now

depends

on

the elevator

133 days ago.

it makes

me nervous to

ride in them,” he said. Unfortu
nately, he, unlike others, doesn't
have much choice because he is
disabled.
Kevin O’Brien, the new director of the Student Disability Re
source Center, was also unaware
the elevator permits had expired.
Although he recognized elevators
are sometimes

necessary for peo-

ple with a disability, he feels the
issue is broader than the Student
Disability Resource Center since
elevators are meant for everyone.
While outdated permits raise
concern for some, Director of
Plant Operations Tim
Moxon
said that state inspectors are historically late with inspections. Ac-

cording to Moxon, state inspec
tors work in geographic zones
and keep track of permit expira
tion dates on their own.
“I've got a posted permit that

LOCAL
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Sat & Sun, CLOSED WEDNESDAYS!

Restaurant hours — 8am - Midnight
Lounge Hours — 8am - 2am
Breakfast ‘til 3pm —
On the Plaza 744 9th Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.thealibi

~

GO)

2M

lwo For lvesday
8am to 3pm

If you rely on elevators to
maneuver around campus, be
warned, they have been operating

The

Fantastic

Juice/Smoothie Bar

Trailer Park Mondays

Oliver Symonds
rh570@bromidic.com

™
*

Coffee & Espresso
To Go 826-7543
76S (Sth Street, Arcata
Just Across the Footbridge!

a

Koelling

ORGANIC

Vesetarian, Vegan &
Carnivorous Menu Items
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HSU elevators operating on
expired permits

ill

Cafe
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Runnin
borrowe
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annual

state

$4... Hamburger

$3..Hot Dog

inspections

HSU is not the only campus
to fall behind in elevator inspections. In 2005, students from UC
Davis reported elevators on their
campus that had expired permits
including one that earned the
nickname ‘Death Trap’ due to the
20 months that had passed since
its permit expired. Other campus-

es that have had expired permits
in recent years include Cal Poly
Pomona, and UCLA.
While Davis’ 20 months belittle the four that have passed since
HSU’s permits expired, Moxon said that in the past some of
HSU’s elevators have gone up to
two years before being inspected
by state officials.
It is common, Moxon said, for
HSU to receive a lot of fix-it tick
ets after the DOSH inspection is
conducted. Sometimes the ticket
is for something minor like a mis
placed ladder, sometimes not.

~’ Buy 1 Breakfast,

Get 1 at Half Price

$ 3...Deep Fried Dill Pickles
55 Cent..Hot Wings
$1.25...0ly or Bud in the Can
$2.50..Jello Shots

all shows
@The Alibi
21 and over only
10:30pm doors

And Other Great Deals!
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Australian Cattle God Records artists

Gorch Fock
PWGSC

$3
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CD/DVD
Celebrating 5 Years

e-mail: bongoboycd@sbcglobal.net
website at: humboldtmusic.com
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
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Digital Recording, Archiving, Transfers

(707) 839-5090
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Daily

On The Plaza,Arcata

822-0321
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ampus Clips
Wednesday, Sept. 6
8 a.m

-8:50 a.m.

Zen Meditation. Feeling the hump day slump? Join us
in the CCAT living room for a morning of clarity and relaxation to glide you through the rest of your week. CCAT:

AS and the University Center will be hosting a free
“Welcome Back” BBQ on the HSU Quad.
4 p.m.- 5 p.m.

meeting,

Nelson

Hall

5 p.m.

Plan campus and community events focused on support-

ing and improving sustainable transportation; Go on fun
bike rides; greet bus rider with early morning coffee... UC
South Lounge
8:00 pm

-8 p.m.

- 37-Step Form

Course

Intermediate.

cusing more on the health benefits of Tai Ji Quan

6 p.m.

forms,

pre-register at Center Activities. 826-3357. Goodwin
rum, NHE 102.

-7:30 p.m.

Push Hands - Tai Ji Quan application - Session I. Push

a,
€arTHOANce

Le) aug le le) eae

S

Ive

peace

a

DaNCe.

SEPTEMBER 15TH, 167TH AND 17TH
At tHE Brack Oak Rancu - Hwy 101

Ani

Professor

~ Lorin

Freq Nasty ~ Cheb
Luna

- Laytonvitte - CaALiFornia

DiFranco ~ India.Arie ~
Blackalicious ~ Tea Leaf

Mad

Angel

~ Kid

Sasha

Bassnectar

i Sabbah

Beyond

Butterfly

and

~ Banco

de

Gaia

Friends

~ Wisdom

~ Jennifer

~ Luminous

Fog

Johns

~ Scott

Ozomatli
Green

~ Karsh

~ DJ Logic ~ Pele Juju ~ Toshi

~ Kan'Nal

Kale

Reagan

~ Trillian

Huckabay

Blane Lyon and The Real ~ The Freys ~ Brother ~ Tina
Trancezendance ~ Transcendental Hayride ~ Goddess

~ Kevens

~ John Trudell

Green

~ Ancient

~ The

ag

4]

Future

Malia ~ Kali's Angels ~ Human
Funk ~ Rogerwood ~ Feztones

Joanne Rand ~ World Essense ~ Dianne Patterson ~ Kingdom Travelers Gospel Choir
Tuvan Throat Singers from Mongolia ~ Comedy Show hosted by Wavy Gravy
International

Elders

council

featuring

indigenous

elders

from

across

the world.

THE TemPce of ELecTRONICA Witu:

Freq Nasty
Dragonfly ~

~ Lorin Bassnectar ~ Jesse Saunders
CB

~ Zack

Darling

~

Ron

Reeser

~ DJ Logic ~ ChebiSabbah

~ Omer

~

DOV

~

Dub

Cowboy

~ Banco
de Gaia
~ Rara

Avis

~

ee oteetats

~ Neerav

~ Lion

S

THE WORLD'S LARGEST PEACE EVENT uniTING 250 Locations in 50 CouNTRIES

3 Days,

com

3 hours North of SF, Creekside camping in an ancient Oak Grove, Reggae/Jam
RS
eee sce
eM ee CMe eM IMC
CMU
elma l ur}
with eco-activist films, global artisans market, delicious organic food, wine and beer garden,
holistic village and massage area, kids village, speakers forum and much more...
Band

;
Cs oe ad
genhydro.com

REP

MH

CMA eee it

a eSEA ATSER

ERC OA eT

ee

Info & ticket outlets: www.earthdance.org/st Festival office: 541-488-5468
BRDi)

Fo

these beginner courses will focus on the form’s most com
mon movements, giving practicioners the opportunity to
reap the benefits of Tai Ji Quan even before completing the
whole form. Program Fee: $65 HSU, $75 all others. $10
discount if concurrently enrolled in Push Hands. Please

Sunday, Sept. 10

120

-9:00 pm

Tai Ji Quan

Faculty Artist Series: Helmholtz Trio: Terrie Baune,
Carol Jacobson, Deborah Clasquin. Performance will be
held in the Fulkerson Recital Hall. Admission will be $8
general, and $3 for students and seniors.

East

-6 p.m.

Green Wheels--sustainable transportation community.

8 p.m.

Lambda Theta Phi Fraternity interest meeting. Nelson
Hall room

Monday, Sept. 11
2 p.m.
AS will be meeting in the UC South Lounge

6th annual Fall Harvest Festival. Featuring Lyrics Born,
Everton Blender & Cheb I Sabbah. On the UC Quad, presented by AS

-6 p.m.

Club

-7 p.m.

Jenkins House 99.
2 p.m. -3 p.m.
CCAT Tour
2 p.m. -7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 7
10:00 am -2;00 pm
Fall Clubs Fair on the UC quad.
Friday, Sept. 8
10 a.m. to Dusk
Workshop and workday devoted to CCAT move into
Buck appropriate technology demonstration home. Learn
green construction techniques of sheet rock removal and
insulation installation.
Studies

Qi Gong, and pair work for a complete Tai Ji practice regimen. No previous experience is necessary. Program Fee:
Session I, $45 HSU, $50 all others. Session I], $55 HSU,
$60 all others. Both sessions, $90 HSU, $100 all others.
Thursdays, KBR. Sundays Goodwin Forum, NHE 102.

CCAT Volunteer day. Bring a friend and pursue our
multi-disciplinary volunteer experience for a more sustainable future! Work with our friendly staff on a variety of projects either in the CCAT house or on the CCAT
grounds. All are welcome and no experience is necessary.

opportunities.

Religious

burns clear). This course includes fundamental exercises,

10 a.m.

Mandatory meeting for students and community members interested in volunteering at CCAT.
Meeting will
outline the upcoming and on going projects and volunteer

Rm.116
6 p.m.

8 a.m.

Paper crete workshop in Big Bar with Joyce Plath. Food
and transportation to Big Bar is reimbursed. Camping is
available. Contact Joyce Plath at joyce.plath@gmail.com
for more information.

Jenkins House 99
12 p.m.-1p.m.

5 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 9

Hands practice moves us along the path toward the ability to “ting jin” (listen to energy), “dong jin” (understand
energy), and ultimately, “lu huo chun qing” (pure flame
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Faculty visits from
Ecuador

|

hosts international professors

HSU
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Friends don'tlet
friends read The Lumherjack while driving. ,
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TheLumberjack — (707) 826-3271, thejack@humboldt.edu

Jebbie Kramer

Left to Right: Carolina Egas, Donald Andrews,
Zapata,

Goldie

Padilla, Jacqueline

Robles,

lvonova Monteros, Alexander Erazos, Ernesto

Esperanza

Debbie

Fuertes,

and

luis Guerra.

aaa
HY

4

Kramer

_d-cubed1@cox.net
tional profile.”
Alexander Erazo is one of the professors here for
the seminar. “Since I have been here for this workshop, my fluency in both speakUniversity
Humboldt
State
ing
and listening in English has
is currently hosting 15 faculty “This
international effort
increased. Even though we teach
members from the Universidad
benefits our HSU students
English, it’s much different beTecnologica Equinoccial (UTE).
in
many
areas.”
ing immersed in the culture.
We recently had a visit from
Now when we go back home, our
the Vice President of UTE, José
teaching will be more realistic. We
Cevallos Gomez along with the
Rosamel Benevides-Garb
can transmit a better understandChair of their Language Depart:
Dept. Chair, World Languages and Cultures
——————
ing of the language as well as the
Mental wamiro Nantes UG
fortste tee
=
culture. For instance my host famof their general discussions about
ily has taught me some common expressions. Some
mutual institutional collaboration came a specific
of the classes we're taking while we're here are gramdiscussion about creating a professional developmar, writing, literature, and methodology. Its been
ment seminar.
interesting studying the basic methods of teaching
As a direct result of those discussions, the UTE
again from a very different point of view. In Ecuador
faculty are here for a six-week professional developthe educational system is a little different than here.
ment workshop. All of them teach English as a secThere they transmit the knowledge directly to
ond language.
the student, and they explain everything. Here the
They're visit represents the first actual step in
student has a more active role. Another difference
moving forward toward a renewed agreement beis that in Ecuador we have a classroom relationship
tween the two universities.
with
our instructors. In the United States the stuAccording to Professor Rosamel Benevides-Garb,
dents do a lot of communicating
Dept. Chair of World Language
through the email to their teachand Cultural Studies, “This interHSU

students have a unique opportunity to par-

ticipate in a cultural exchange collaboration with a
university in Quito, Ecuador.

national

effort benefits our

students

in

many

HSU

areas.

Span-

ish language development

is one

of them, as well as the possibility

to have coherent and comprehensive professional experience in all
fields. Our

HSU

Quito

program

has worked with UTE professors
setting

up

international

“Since I have been here
for this workshop, my fluency in both speaking and
listening in English.”

ers.”
Students

in

Ecuador

are

re-

quired to take English courses at
both

the high-school

and

college

levels.
Depending on what profession

Erazo

the students at UTE are pursuing,
they are required to take either

visiting professor

four or eight levels of English pro-

Alexander

intern

ship experiences for our students.
These have been very successful. Many students have
already graduated from HSU wiih international ex
perience in business, education and in environmen
tal fields. This kind of background is fundamental to
our sttidents. Only a few universities offer this kind
of opportunity to their students to build an interna

ficiency. One level equals 80 hours
or two months. For instance, a degree in the tourist
industry would require eight hours of proficiency.
“The university students are conscious about the
necessity of learning English. ‘They know that it will

see ECUADOR,

pg. 8

Mufflers

>
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ECUADOR:

that

it

gives

“The

them
opportunities
to
open
doors
professionally.”

about

the ne-

Goldie Padilla
Universidad Tecnologica Equinoccial faculty

Some

of the

special-

design, tourist

industry,

gastronomy(master

chef

training),

trade,

museological

international
restoration

architecture,

food

engineering,

tion,

finance,

medicine,

child

accounting,

educa
mech

tronica
electronics

engineer-

ing. UTE is the
only university
in Ecuador that
offers a degree
in museological
restoration.

Following

this

six

cultures

is the

customs — surrounding the
kitchen.
The
way _ utensils

week

cus-

toms are often
different.
It’s

Nicola

Maria

works

with

the

International English Language
Institute on campus and is respon
sible for helping foreign students
and faculty who come here to get
settled

and computers),

and

noticebetween
ours and other

said.

(mechan
ics,

I

important for
me to show
the people |
host that not all Americans live
extravagantly and eat fast foods.
I want them to know that many
of us cook our evening meal and
clean our own houses,’ Houston

(restoration of historical sites and
artifacts),

students

differences
consistently

eating

ties offered at that university are
marketing,

of the main

students.

Lord them opportunities and
Open doors professionally — are used and

6,000

graphic

“One

exchange

cessity of learning English.
They know that it will af-

nologica
Equinoccial is
a private technological university
with
students.

ternational

university

are conscious

The Unj.
versidad Tec-

about

Ecuador commented on how
friendly and warm the people in
this town and at this university
are.
Joyce Houston is one of the
people who commonly hosts in-

“Even though we teach
English and know how

to speak, this has been
:
so different for us be-

with

host

families

She is always

looking for stu
dents

and

munity
bers

com

mem
to

host

Cause we haven't had the _ foreignexchange

Opportunity until now to
speak to native
speakers.”

English

Students.
“It's

been

always

my

dream

to visit America’,

seminar, there is
said
Esperanza
a tentative plan
Fuertes.
“This
for the president
Esperanza Fuertes
has been such
Professor from teh
UTI
of. UTE, Truean enriching ex
ba, to visit HSU.
perience to me.
The
collaboraEven though we
tion between the universities ofteach English and know how to
fers opportunities to our faculty
speak, this has been so different
and students to learn about Ande
for us because we haven't had the
an culture and fragile ecosystems
opportunity until now to speak to
that are unique to Ecuador.
native English speakers. I would
One department in UTE is in
like to live here a little longer, Ev
charge of an eco system in the
ery day we are learning new words
Amazon region. They are looking - and having new experiences.”
for support from HSU in such areas as Mapping

and water protec

tion.

Some discussions have already

gee med cise |

a

taken place with Dr. Bob Gear
hart in the fisheries department
‘The potential exists in the future
for HSU students and faculty to
work side-by-side with UTE stu
dents

and

professors

to

protect

the fragile ecosystems in the Am
azon. Each of the faculty mem
bers from

Poe Ma EPMO RET

continued previous page
afford them opportunities and
open doors professionally,’ said
Goldie Padilla, a visiting faculty
member. “I'd say about half of the
students we see are eager to learn,
and the other half are resistant.
This is probably because they are
required to learn it. But ultimately they know
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International students
visit HSU
Exchange students add to campus culture
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Courtesy of Penelope Shaw

Professor Guy-Alain Amoussou (right), the international programs director, and his
international students in the “J” before the Humboldt Orientation Program.

Katie Hawes
keh34@humboldt.edu

That is how the 61 international students on our
campus probably feel. Many of them come from
schools that HSU has an exchange program with,
and others just come for the learning experience.
Some students are here for only a semester, and
others are here for a year or longer. Many of them
are here on exchange and some are here as transfer
students.
The international students on campus this year
hail from thirteen different countries around the
world.
Penelope Shaw is the study abroad advisor here
at HSU, and she works very closely with the international students. Global Connections is a club on
campus that is especially designed for the international students.
Donna Clark is the advisor for Global Connections. Shaw and Clark work together with the stu-

dents to make them feel as welcome as possible.
The students have their own orientation at the
beginning of the semester where they can meet with

advisors, and also get to know the other students as

and being able to just take a walk in the forest if I
want to,” said Roshitha Amarasinghe, psycholoThe international students find the cost of tuition
and books outrageous in comparison to their home
campuses. Sara Faucher, liberal studies and English
major, is from Sherbrooke, Quebec. “Everything is
more expensive here,” she said. “In Quebec, I don't
have to buy books, and I don't have to pay much tuition.”
Living on campus is a whole new experience as

dents in order to make their experience a fulfilling
one.
Julia Simon, communication and sociology ma-

jor, is an exchange student from Halle, Germany. She
wanted

to study abroad, and “(Humboldt]

was the

only school in the United States that my university
had a program with,” she said.
“I love being surrounded by the redwoods

Resources

14th Street

a.

tT

|

Lutheran Church

of Arcata
151 E. 16th Street

Newman Center
700 Union Street

822-6057

ing in Sri Lanka, we have our families,’ Amarasinghe said. The students only meet up at school or after
school to hang out, but then they all go home to their
families.
One issue that these students have is finding a job
while they are here. Because they are here with student Visas and on exchange programs, the only way
for them to earn money is through on-campus employement.
Unfortunately for them, the majority of the jobs

entation Program counselors, Raphelle Allison and
trar, and Shaw said that Green helps the international students with their Visa requirements if there are
problems, or with their housing arrangements.
There are many faculty and staff members who
are ready and willing to assist the international stu-

17th Street

es in student housing. “We don't have student hous-

not qualify for these jobs. These students struggle just like national students, but the experience is
worth it for them.
The international students on the HSU campus this year have a lot of things to look forward to.
Global Connections is hosting an International Student Reception on Thursday, Sept. 7", at 4 p.m.
Shaw says that the orientation staff is trying to
plan trips for the students throughout the semester
as well.
The international students are very interesting
people and they are a lot of fun to get to know. [his
is going to be a very exciting year for all the students

Valerie Green works in the office of the regis-

Chaplain: Father Eric Freed

Amarasinghe said that there are many differenc-

on campus are work-study positions, and they do

Jessica Wang this year,’ Shaw said.

Sunday at Lutheran Church

well for the international students. “In Germany, we
live on campus like this, but we have our own rooms,
all of us, but I like to live here and share a room,” Simon said. “It’s a different experience.”

Ori-

well. “We got some help from the Humboldt

Mass 5:30 p.m.

gy major, from Colombo, Sri Lanka. “T love trees.”

Union Sueat

film that had never been dubbed or subtitled.

A Catholic student organization

8 See

Imagine leaving your comfortable world, and familiar surroundings to study in a different country
where the vast majority of people speak a different
language. You would feel like your life was a foreign

HSU Newman
Community

on this campus, but the international students have
a bit of an advantage.

* Retreats

* Bible Study
* Social Activities
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Happy Hour 4
5-7 Daily!
856 10th Street, Arcata
(Behind the Minor Theatre)

826-BREW (2739)
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We
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» 2 Pool Tables

» VideoGames

TIME
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Don't Forget! |

Sun, Sept. 11

Open Mic

Mon, Sept. 12

Itchie Fingaz (Party Classics)

Deadwood Hevival
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» 13 Beers on Tap
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Compost Mountain Boys

» Great Food
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| Sat. Sept. 17

Jimi Bridges/ Keys of Creation
Clie Confesione

Moo Got 2 (am Rock

» Seasonal Brews |" °°" ©
» Bring a Friend!

Open 7 days a Week!
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Diversity and
Compliance moves to
Human
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New HR director takes over the job;
HSU looking for Diversity director

er

Karina Gianola
kpg2@humboldt.edu
Although the physical changes to the HSU cam-

Jane Rogers, the public affairs director for HSU,

pus this summer might have been most obvious to
students, other differences, such as the way diver-

said the decision to eliminate Jones’ job was a matter of practicality.

sity issues are handled on campus, could have longer-lasting effects.
Over the summer, President Rollin Richmond
split the Office of Diversity and Compliance in two.
The split, recommended by the Diversity Plan Action Council last spring, is aimed at streamlining
the office. Diversity, which works with the rest of
the campus to put on
events

like the

Diversi-

ty Conference,

has be-

one has been appointed
to lead it.
Richmond
moved
control of the other office, Diversity Compliance, to the Human Resources department. At
the same time, he hired
Fischer

the problem with the division of Diversity and
Compliance isn't that it has been split, but that there
isn’t enough manpower devoted to each job.
“The DPAC report recommended splitting the
office, but they also
recommended

come its own office. No

Mary

“We did not need the position anymore,” Rogers said.
Associated Students President Tony Snow said

“IT went in to work, and the president
said my office was abolished. Richmond
wouldn’t answer any of my questions, he
just referred me to the DPAC report.”

full-time faculty positions,’ Snow said.
“Now they have two
part-time
faculty
members.” He said
both Diversity and
Compliance deserve

Helen Jones

full

former director of the Office of Diversity, Compliance and
Programming

time

to direct

the department. Fischer said she sees the move as
part of Richmond's plan to increase diversity on

many tasks.
At Human

campus

plans for Diversity and Compliance aren't finalized,
but she’s working on many ideas.

“This

move

shows

a real desire

to devote

more

‘A lot of

Resources,

this

staff to the issue of complaints,’ Fischer said. “Were
looking at specific issues more aligned with Human

there’s

Resources.”

ance and human

She said the old structure of the office

was inefficient. With
was on complaints,

only two employees, the focus
which needed immediate atten

Fischer said the programming half of the of

tion.

fice didn't always

get the focus it needed.
Helen Jones, the former head of the Diversity
and Compliance office, agreed. She said the functions of the office—following up on complaints,

counseling

and

students

planning

events—were

diversity
on

differ

ent levels,

and should be

addressed

separately

As

ycial
york

the

«

p

worker,
out.

and

synergy

Fischer

between

resources.”

of her

said.

“I

see

diversity compli
said she is looking

She

for advertising opportunities to increase the diver
sity at HSU
Jones said she doesnt

think

pliance belongs at Human
‘Human

Com

and

Diversity

Jones

said, What happens when someone comes forward
with a complaint about hiring practices, Jones said.
‘How

do

you

“This move shows a real desire to devote

lice yourself?

more staff to the issue of complaints.”

see anyone
‘HR,

the

said
wert

Mary
man

Resources

Fischer
director

vho

A Community Gathering Space Dedicated
To Sustainability And Conscious Evolution
featuring an

Organic Vegan Raw Cafe & Market

Space Avail. For:

Tues: 2:00 Living Food Potluck

Wed: 7-8:30 Kundalini Yoga

Yoga, Healing Arts, Music
Classes, Workshops,
Childrens Activities,
Gatherings & More...

w/

Ajeet

Thurs: !0:30-Noon African
Drumming w/ Malick
Sat:All Day Brunch Special
Sun: 4-5:30 Capoeira
w/ Raven
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Wholesale

Buyers Club
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:
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Bring In This Ad
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Next Juice/ Smoothie
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I dont
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youre
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also

Evolution Center

410 Railroad Ave., Blue Lake

Resources

Resources deals with personnel,’

lowing the law.”

it didn't
Jones

a lot of

Fischer said most

is evolving,

La

attention,

instead of two people
taking the positions
on as just one of their
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Escaping the Redwood curtain
The Lumberjack looks for a fast and cheap way out of Humboldt County

Briana Alfaro
briana.alfaro@gmail.com

Humboldt
out of all of the

State is arguably the most isolated campus
California State Universities.

Getting here

is not always easy, but there are some options out there, al
though they are certainly limited.
Planes, busses, and cars are the cheapest and easiest
ways to get in and out of Humboldt County.
For those who have a car, the difficulty may be to stay
alert on the winding, mountain roads of Humboldt County.

“In the beginning of the semester I drive up
with a friend or my parents. And for breaks
I either fly or use Amtrak.”
Melissa Nevarez
HSU

Student

For the many that depend on alternative transporta
tion, the challenge is more likely the cost or time it can
take to get here or back home during school.
Kay Libolt, Student Life Office Manager, advised for
students to “plan ahead.”
And
watch

for those using frequent
out

for

blackout

flyer miles,

she also said

Because there are limited flights that leave the Eureka
Arcata Airport, the need to buy your ticket in advance is
important.

As the semester moves forward, seats become filled
and prices increase. Web
sites like www.travelocity.com,
www.orbitz.com and www.mobissimo.com can help you
find discounted rates.
Ceema Feizollahi, a senior in Political Science, uses student-geared web site www.studentuniverse.com to get to
the Bay Area for the holidays.
STA Travel (www.statravel.com) is another web site for
students. These sites each require proofof student enrollment, but are tools for those in search of a bargain.
When space is sold out through discount sources, you
can purchase your tickets directly through the airlines that
fly from Eureka-Arcata. They are Horizon Air (www.alaskaair.com) and United (www.united.com).
If the cost of airfare is too expensive, another idea is to
hop on a bus.
Though there are no passenger trains servicing Arcata,
Amtrak’s bus station is located downtown and can trans

Due to Arcata’ isolated locale, catching a ride with a
friend may not always be easy. And for this reason, ride
shares were invented.
Ride-sharing, or carpooling, is an affordable alternative
to planes, trains, or buses.
HSU does not have an official travel department, but
there is a Ride Board.
It is a wall where riders and passengers connect by post
ing their destinations, which range from Chico to “Out of

State.”

“Always buy
you can.”

your

tickets

in advance,

if

Frances Tanner
University Travel Agency

According

to John

Capaccio,

Director

owner

of Housing

at

port you to a train for the rest of your journey (www.am-

HSU, the board has been “in a similar place since I came in
1978 and I would guess much longer.”

trak.com).
sraving the estire trek on a Greyhound

The Ride Board is located outside of the Housing Of
fice, on the second floor of the Jolly Giant Commons.

bus will in

travel savings (www.greyhound.com),.
airfare
Amtrak ai | Greyhound ticket prices

‘There are similar ride-share boards at the Arcata and

crease your
Like
tobe

che

per

when

t

1 in

advance

tend

Eureka

site

North

Coast

Co-op

stores,

at http://humboldt.craiglist.org

and

through

this Web
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Quality versus Quantity
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A tough decision everyone must make

4
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¢ clothing
¢ hookahs
¢ glass art

COME BUY A RAFFLE TICKET AND WIN A ‘#3000 PIECE!

quantity?

The answer might depend on
how the week went and what the
plans for the night might be. If it
was a bad week, you might choose
quantity

over

quality

in

an

at-

tempt to release unneeded stress.
If it was a good week, you
might go for quality as a treat to
yourself for getting your work
done.
Week after week, local beer
hot spots have sales on different
brands, but how much does the
price affect our decisions?
Brian Schwartzberg, a senior
with a major in music at HSU,
said quality is 100 times more important than quantity.
“I dont
drink to get drunk; I drink for the
flavor of a good beer.”
And sometimes, that means

eries.

Even though many of these
beers cost more, Kristic said that
many people are willing to buy
them.
He noticed that brand loyalty plays a part when it comes to
the selection, whether it be an organic Eel River brew, a local Lost
Coast brew, or a simple domestic
such as Budweiser or Olympia.
If you are playing beer pong,
king’s cup, drinking Jenga, shot
gunning beers, or facing a beer
bong, cheap beer is the only way
to go.

the

But what about when you leave
games at home, and head

spending a little more to celebrate
the end of a long week, a good

downtown for a drink?
At Sidelines, there are a variety

grade on a test, or in Schwartzberg’s case, because you enjoy the

ot beers on tap and even more in

taste.

If you know what you like,
then chances are you will buy it

the fridge.

Tom Garcia, a bartender at
Sidelines said that~ Budweiser is
one of the top sellers, with local

Nl

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

We have the largest

VEGETARIAN

. Ee

MENU

|

Eryry

in town!

10%

off*

your take-out or dine-in order!
Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...
761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders
or reservations

RUNAW
PLAZA

822-6105
*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please
Expires Sept. 30, 2001

cost a little more, be safe and be

Are You Talking to Me?
if not, maybe you sheuid.
Aaron's
ovr Paint Ball

can show you how to have fun safely

smart about drinking. The choice
is yours...choose wisely!
If you or someone you know
can't stay away from alcohol
and it is a problem, contact Vincent Feliz, AOD specialist, here
in the heaith center on campus.
vgfl@humboldt.edu = or
(707)
826-3236

see BEER, pg. 16

es

Bring this ad and get

Lights, but the same great flavor
won't come with it.
You get what you pay for.
Whether you choose to destroy a
mass quantity of cheap beer, or if
you are looking to enjoy the great
flavor of an ice-cold ale that will

el

815 9th St., Arcata
822-7420

SS

treat Great White chomping away
closely behind it.
Just a few blocks away, the
taps at the Humboldt Brewery
are filled with beer and selection.
Humboldt Hemp Ale, Fat Tire,
and Steelhead Double IPA remain
at the top of the sales charts as
customer favorites.
All of these choices are at the
expensive end of the spectrum.
They do, however, carry a number of lower-end beers for those
who choose quantity.
A quick glance at the chart on
page 16 will tell you that some
beer can be quite pricy, even just
for a 6-pack.
For just a few dollars more
than the price for a 6-pack of Red
Seal, you could have 30 Natural

I

GS

no matter what the price is. But is
spending more money on flavorful beer that you can sip and enjoy, more important than saving a
few bucks?
Or does it feel better to have a
flavorless beer in the belly and a
few bucks left in the pocket? .
Scott Kristic, an employee at
the Co-Op in Arcata, noticed that
of the lower end beers, Pabst Blue
Ribbon is by far the No. 1 seller.
Humboldt County and _ the
North Coast in general, offer a
large variety of local microbrew

I

SE

One thing that tends to go
hand-in-hand with a college campus is alcohol, specifically beer.
Most college students must attempt to quench their alcoholic
thirst on a tight budget.
So when it comes time to have
a drink at home, out at a party, or
downtown at the bars, one question should come to mind: What
is more important, quality or

I

se

Jan39@humboldt.edu_

~

BJ Nativo

ECT OM hE a By mile olsome elareestiem

Photo courtesy of Anheuser-Busch

I
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On Tune Plaza,Arcata

822-0321
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This fall,

©

KG into the

ETN

RECYCLING

2 YFrom:Sarah

>) Hi BABE!

i

Cnr wen 1o.%

U.S. Cellular" gets me...
so everyone else can too.

Anthony Key
Madison, Wisconsin
Motorola RAZR V3c

getusc.com

Here's how | get the most
out of U.S. Cellular”:
* FREE CALL ME Minutes
* FREE Incoming Text Messages
* Unlimited Mobile-to-Mobile Calling
* Ringtones by DefJam Trackz
(one for each of my buds)

* Games like DRIVER”:

VEGAS (the only

; thing faster than my skateboard)

$

F

1-888-buy-uscc

Take our best network challenge, test our products, experience
our customer service and make sure they are right for you.

Arcata,
Community

US. Cellular
We

connect with

you:

Recyclin
, Center”

Open M-F 9-6
Sat/Sun 9-5
9th & N Street

822-4321
For a complete list
of
recyclables, visit us at
www.arcatarecycling.org

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG
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Art with a purpose
Exhibit raises funds for orphaned kids
Karina Gianola

The foundation strives to give orphaned chil-

ce!

“When I was seven years old, my father died and my
mother was left destitute with several children,’ Thoya-Ngumbao wrote in a foundation message. “So, having no other choice, I ran away to the streets of Malindi [Kenya].”
Mike Vitiello, a Thoya-Oya volunteer, said the life
Thoya-Ngumbao ran away to wasn’t much of an improvement.

foundation supports, and helped them move into a new

building.
“It was really cool, but frustrating and difficult,” Viti-

retary Joel Correia, are working on raising more funds for

the foundation. Last Saturday they opened Maisha Marefu,
a photography and art show featuring works the two created while visiting Kenya.
During the opening reception, Bara; a West African
dance and drum troupe, volunteered their time to provide
music and dancing.
“We do as much as we can. I sold three paintings, we

made some cash and it was great,’ Vitiello said.
Located at the Accident Gallery in Eureka, the show will

ello said. “You have to deal with all the details of a regu-

lar business, with the added language barrier and different customs.”
The kids, Vitiello said, make the work worth it.
“They are awesome,’ he said. “They have a great mindset. We taught them how to build sandcastles and play
hackeysack.”

rr

“He became one of the ‘beach boys? kids trying to sell

came to California, found a job, and started Thoya-Oya.
Vitiello said the foundation runs purely on contributions and volunteers. Last year, Vitiello traveled to Kenya with a group of volunteers. They met the children the

Back in California, Vitiello, along with Thoya-Oya sec-

run until Sept. 30. There are also $5 raffle tickets for sale
until Sept. 30, when Vitiello will draw tickets for chances
to win some of the art in the show.
“Go buy a $5 ticket instead of a cocktail at the bar,” Vitiello said. “This money goes straight to the kids.”
(see page 17 for additional photos and art)
Oo
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years ago.

dren in Kenya access to housing, food, clothing and education. A native of Kenya, Thoya-Ngumbao is no stranger to
lacking these basic necessities.

stuff to tourists on the beach,” Vitiello said. One day, Vitiello said, a Swiss couple saw Thoya-Ngumbao on the beach
and decided to adopt him. Eventually, Thoya-Ngumbao.

& Neck Problems?

—_——

HEADACHES?
we can help.

eee

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
a

>>)

an

1781

Central

C

Suite

Avanes

McKinleyville, CA
oy
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ODODE

SANA
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P
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For anyone who thinks a small group of people can't
make a difference in the world, they may want to take a
look at a local foundation trying to do just that.
Raymond Thoya-Ngumbao, a cook living in Garberville, created the Thoya-Oya Charitable Foundation seven

Qi

FR RTOS

kpg2@humboldt.edu

WPS

Featuring Lib-Tech, K2,
Rome,

>

courtesy of Mike Vitiello

Daily

:

On

The Plaza.Arcata

Burton, Rossi

822-0321
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a
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BEER: Charting prices
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continued from pg. 13
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Quantity

Co-OP

12 pack
30 pack

N/A
= $13.99

Natural Ice (cans)

Wildberries
$5.99
N/A

Ray’s

Brand

12 pack

$6.15

$5.99

$5.00

Budweiser/Coors (cans)|

18 pack

$9.99

$12.99

$13.79

30 pack

N/A

N/A

$17.99

6pack

$8.29

$7.99

$8.25

6pack

$6.99

$7.49

$8.35

12 pack

$13.99

N/A

$14.25

6pack

$7.35

$6.99

$7.35

12 pack

$12.49

$11.99

N/A

6 pack

$9.35

$8.99

$9.35

6pack

$6.99

$7.49

$9.99

12pack

$14.49

N/A

$12.99

Red Seal Ale (bottle)
:

Fat Tire (bottle)
Great White (bottle)
New Castle Ale (bottle)
ek
Widmeir’s (bottle)
;

Heineken (bottle)

Natural Ice (cans)
PBR (cans)

Budweiser/Coors

Fat Tire (bottle)
Great White (bottle)

|

Hefeweizen (bottle)

$8.25
$14.59

Heineken (bottle)

6pack

$7.35

$6.99

$7.35

Downtown Brown

Read The

$4.99
$13.99

$6.49
N/A

=

12 pack

$5.99

$6.49

;

$14.29

$9.99

30 pack

— $20.99

6 pack

$11.99

6 pack

New Castle Ale

$7.99
N/A

:
i

NH

$7.99

$7.49

$13.91

$11.99

6 pack

$7.49

$7.61

I2pack

$12.40

$11.99

6 pack

$8.49

$8.63

6 pack

$6.49

$6.99

12 pack

$14.49

$12.99

6 pack

$7.99

$7.72

12 pack

$15.99

$11.99

6 pack

$7.49

a
Lumberjack.

$7.6]

Call: 826-3271
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Have an event?
4
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N/A
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$13.99

12 pack

You might learn something

AMERICAN MANPOWER

E-mail the info to:
events@humboldt.edu

1
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SPARTA ALUN
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Got a tip or a story idea?

Letters to the editor?
Press releases?
Send it to:
thejack@humboldt.

Call us in the newsroom.

edu

AAPOR
MATTTANMAY (HA aU

DT

PRE LIVE MUSIC) tri. sal. «Spm tam

(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu

IZAY OZBORNE:

Submit event announcements
for free calendar listing.

rth}

MA 9 /e .

Read us online at thejack.humboldt.edu.
Oe

r
(eH?

events@humboldt.edu

Call: 826-3259
oEeESOEOs

dug. 26 © 7pm © FREE!
sapphire palace

Want to advertise?

——

\ tribute to the music of Ozzy Oshourne

&

12 pack
30 pack

18 pack

Red Seal Ale (bottle) |

$8.25
$13.99

Te

Safeway

¥

6pack
12 pack

Downtown Brown

Longs

k&

$5.99
$14.55

PBR (cans)

Quantity

STI

Brand

\
5

HSU students?
Join the class!
JMC 327
_(pre-req JMC 120)
‘

A

a.
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,
3

a

b
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Thoya-Oya art
Courtesy of Mike Vitiello

- 3 Ball Tourney7
= Internet Juke Dri

ee

Nall & Barbecue!

, 2for1for an hour of pool
expires 10/6/06

Wiilelae
@/ Farms

NURSERY
GROW

exrpesnemsonaaetdl

Meier

N93

Be

Best selection of trees, plants, shrubs, landscape materials,
rock, bark, top-soil, water gardens, ponds, fountains.
Friendly, knowledgable staff.

7%

sede ae lae la
Honda, Snapper, Toro, Husqvarna, Stihl, Troy-Built,

DR power equipment. Humboldt County's largest dealer.
Factory trained technicians.

:

LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS
Full service, design & installation, fences & gates, irrigation
systems, stamped concrete. Landscape architect available.

Site preparation, grading, underground sewer & septic

systems, bulk material delivery,
experienced, dependable operators.

www.millerfarmsnursery.com

1828 Central Ave. * McKinleyville + 839-1571
Grow with us for a beautiful tomorrow.

» es
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Read The Lumberjack.

EAE

Bingo has a few

You might learn something
you didn’t know.

Thanks to the Eureka Sisters of

thejack@humboldt.edu

Perpetual Indulgence

te EE

Submit event announcements for free calendar listing.

SIT xi SPR i

(707) 826-3271

aa

pues TA:

Aon

new tricks

Gota tip or a story idea?
Call us in the newsroom.

events@humboldt.edu
Jessica Cejnar
jfc13@humboldt.edu

Largest selection

ORGANIC

of Hemp,

“B-1!”
You slam your dauber down
and shout out “Bingo!” It’s just
another Saturday at your average

ent

But when you go up to get
your prize you find yourself star-

~ ape.

1063 H STREET

run-of-the-mill bingo hall.

ccna

Organic Cotton Clothing,
Tree-Free & Recycled Papers—
Anywhere!

ing into the heavily made-up face
of a man wearing a nun’s habit.

* ARCATA

822-6972,

Queer

Humboldt

in associa-

tion with the Russian River and

Eureka Sisters of Perpetual In-
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Lane® Reclining Sofas
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Storewide! | 100
Factory
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froogr eae

Discounts on rican

ok

treats

tie

eee

eM
@ ee eRe a aay
| Chests
and Selected Lane” Accent Pieces
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ee NTEe

* SOFAS
¢ SLEEPERS

| » BEDROOM SUITES

sth & Main Streets, Fortuna 725-3331

-marrness sets

LZ li-Store Pinancing * Pree Delivery

* ENTERTAINMENT
ee

Four Full Floors Of Furniture
Visit Us at Lows.com

like Rocky Horror meets church

first

for the

hall bingo.”

ty to provide
day care for
seniors with

wale

AIDS

sisters are the twist, it’s

Cycle
For Life
event.
“A
lot
of

Sister Fawn D’Amen
Mistress of propaganda

people made
donations and
didn’t buy anything,” said Sister
Fawn D’Amen, the mistress of
propaganda for the Eureka Order of the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence.
After the success of last year’s
Bingo With a Twist, which raised
$6,000 for the Humboldt Community Breast Project and the
Humboldt County AIDS Task

Force, the event moved
Arcata

Community

to the

Center

to

accommodate a larger crowd.
The

game

is

still

standard

—

raising games in between.

NR

“The sisters are the twist,” Sister Fawn said. “It's like Rocky
Horror meets church hall bingo.”

Sy

Fee

YA
aoe

HIV Kids is a local nonprofit that provides monetary and
material support to children
in Humboldt, Mendocino and
Trinity counties who are infected by HIV, have infected parents
or have been orphaned because
of the virus.
“The kids don’t know where
the funds come from so they
don't feel obligated,” Sister Fawn
said, adding that HIV Kids is the
only local agency that she knows
of that will support the child after the parent dies.
The New Alzheimer’s Center
at the Senior

“The
:

provided by the Sisters and fund-

raster cores

Resource Center.

rummage

bingo with raffles, entertainment

* RECLINERS

+ DINING ROOMS

dulgence present their second
annual Bingo With a Twist at the
Arcata Community Center this
Saturday.
The Eureka Sisters
of Perpetual
Indulgence are experts at raising
a large amount of money quickly, including $1,900 in one day
at their

Bingo proceeds go to HIV
Kids and the New Alzheimer’s
Center of the Humboldt Senior

Resource

Center is the

facili-

Alzheimer’s
disease
and
dementia
Because

of their status as novices, each
member of the Eureka Sisters
must coordinate a community fundraising event in order to
reach full missionary status.
The next event the sisters are
committed to is HSU’s Coming
Out Day on Oct. 11.
Bingo With A Twist is from
6 to 9 p.m., the doors open at 5
p.m. for Sister Reception.
Tickets are $25 in advance

and $30 at the door for multiple
game cards.
More game cards, raffle tickets, snacks and drinks can also
be purchased during the event.

inet
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Arcata Farmer’s Market

ee

Music, food and art in the heart of downtown

Musicians

entertain the crowd

at the Arcata farmer’s

market

Jessica

Cejnar_

An Arcata resident begins a search for the
perfect pepper

er Va ek)
RECYCLING
PROGRAM
HUMBOLOT

STATE

UNIVERSITY

Free School and Office Supplies at the R.O.S.E.

Storehouse

located at Warren Hse. 53 (across from the Multi-Cultural Center!

‘The Storehouse is open Monday thru Friday, 8am to 9pm.
ela to you by R. Ss S.E. (Reusable Office Ss

otros KeSeer Tee

O. S.E.

Se pret

Jessica

Cejnar
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Tragedy hits cross country team
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HSU runner recovers in hospital after a car crash leaves him in coma

Nate Prince excelled at McKinleyville High School before coming to HSU. Doctors said that Nate is making

progress, but it will be some time before he can run again.

Garrett Purchio
gap13@humboldt.edu

If you asked any member of the Humboldt State
cross country team about what was on their mind
Saturday during the Humboldt Invitational, you'd
Prince has been in a coma since August 12 when
he was involved in a car accident on Highway 101.
He was driving home from work after finishing the

Coast Section Championships in track and finished
19" in Division 4 for cross country before movingon
to the state meet. His talents and accomplishments
caught the attention of HSU cross country and track
coach Sandy Moran. Prince was already very fond of
the area and community, so Moran had little diffi
culty convincing Prince to continue his running ca

night

reer at

likely

‘‘He’s just taking baby steps
right now, but these are
steps that give us hope.”
Lauren
family

Lester

friend of Nate Prince

receive

a two-word

shift at Blue

Lake

answer:

Casino

Nate Prince.

when

he fell asleep

at the wheel

The sophomore runner, who graduated from
McKinleyville High School in 2005, will not be com
peting for HSU this season and no one is certain
when he will return to running. Prince is current
ly receiving medical treatment at Sutter Roseville
Medical Center in Roseville, Calif., near Sacramen
to. Doctors have said that Prince is making progress,
but it will take time before he makes.a full recovery.
Prince's supporters are optimistic.

“He's just taking baby steps right now, but these
are steps that give us hope,’ said Lauren Lester, a
friend of the Prince family. Her daughter attended
high school with Prince, wherehe first made an im
pact on the running scene as a Panther.
He advanced all the way to the state meet in both
cross country and track during his senior year. Prince
finished second in the 800-meter race at the North

HSU.

Prince's HSU teammates said it has been difficult
focusing on the season without him running by their
sides. While Prince may not be with them in person,
the impact he has made on them as competitors and
people gives them strength to continue doing what
they and Prince love.

“Nate is a kid with an indomitable spirit about
him,” junior Trevor Scoggins wrote in an e-mail. “He

is extremely positive and it is contagious. If you hang
around that kid for ten minutes, he can have you be
lieving that the most tormenting work would be a
good time.”
Teammate

Andrew

Wright,

a junior

from

San

Leandro, Calif., said Prince was always energetic
and full of life. He recalled how he would joke with
Prince that he would take him in a race, even though
he considered Prince to be one of the most. gifted
runners on the team. He also remembers how Nate

see PRINCE pg. 23

“Nate is a kid with an
indomitable spirit about
him. He is extremely positive and it is contagious.”
Trevor Scoggins
HSU

cross country

runner
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Starting off with a bang

Os LEME

APSA

Jacks sink Vikings’ ship in season debut

415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E)

SERRE

TTL

(707) 269-0282

Wednesday;

“Purple”

featuring Dub

Cowboy

and

the Deep Groove Society spinning “The Greatest
Dance

Thursdays:

Music

on the Planet

Bigup Dancehall, 10 p-m., no cover

Se

f riday 9/8: Great American Taxi, teaturing Vince
Herman of Leftover Salmon, 9 p.m., $12 @ the
door
Saturday

9/9:

Kulica (farewell ‘til next year show),

iat EL

Surt 4+ Peace Atter Party, 10 p.m., $5
Sunday

9/10: Organic

conscious

hip hop, groove

Everya Monday::
steve

Kyle

Thursday,

August

If the ‘Jacks first possession

31.

Stein.

The HSU offense was lead by
Moorman and a gang of wide
receivers.

put

together

game plan and as
executed well.”

passes

touchdowns

for

223

yards,

and one

three

intercep

tion.

Darren Ross was the primary target leading the
way with five catches for 58 yards. Stein snatched
four balls for 63 yards and two touchdowns, while
Richard Perkins caught two passes, one which was
caught for a 44-yard touchdown.
“It feels great to start the season off with a vic
tory,’ said Ross. “The coaches put together a great
game plan and as a team we exec uted well.

we

all out there on the field if I am

going to make big plays like I
did tonight.”
Early on in the game Hum-

boldt’s run defense stuffed the
Vikings’ running back several
times, but as the game moved
forward, Western Washington

spread the

Moorman

ball out nicely hitting numer
ous targets, completing 15 of
25

a great

a team

work

horse

Calvin

McCarty

Darren Ross __ stacked up 140 yards on 30 car
HSU wide receiver
ries for three touchdowns. The
Tee

Gee

All

Under

ye

735

8th

Arcata

In the second quarter, cornerback Tyson Hampton not only intercepted a pass but returned it 18
yards for the ‘Jacks’ second touchdown of the night.
This put Humboldt State in the driver's seat, making
the score 14-0.
“Before every game I get myself pumped up and
put a lot of pressure on myself? Hampton said. “I
tell myself that I have to leave it

is

es

important

most

touchdown

came right before the second half to make the score
14-7 Humboldt State.
“We started off solid; defensive lineman Sean
Sherbert said. “It’s not that we didn't play well, the

other team sort of got into a rhythm and that carried
them. I know we can stop any run attack out there.’
In the second quarter, Sherbert made a big fum
ble recovery deep in Humboldt State territory to pre
vent a Western Washington touchdown.

see

FOOTBALL

pg. 22

Heaven

i

_ i

any indication on how well they will play this year, it
is going to be a spectacular season.
In front of a packed house at the Redwood Bowl,
Humboldt State marched 98 yards on a 15-play drive
to open up their first posses
sion of the year. The drive was
“It feels great to start off the
capped off by a 19-yard touch
a_ victory. The
with
season
down pass by Blake Moorman
to senior wide receiver Joey

coachs

3

Girimonte

The Humboldt State football team defeated Western Washington 28-23 in the season opener on

funk. 9 p.m., $%4

spain

Thomas Storing (27) and Amin Nasouf (5) fight past Western Washington’s offensive line as they
pursue the Vikings’ quarterback. The ‘Jacks’ defense combined for three sacks in the win.

_kjg32@humboldt.edu

(Nevada € ity),

8
hosted by Kingbee,
Mic,
‘
c

Open
pooette;

photoby

I lood

Street

825-7760
and

212

F Street

Eureka

444-2936

Painting and Calligraphy
Supplies
Origami Papers and Books
Handmade Papers
BOOKS on ASIA
Teas and Teapots
Journals,

Cards

Antique Chinese Furniture
Lamps and Screens
Clothing and Shoes
Jewelry
Asian Charms
Folk Toys
MeaningfubGifts
Meditation Supplies

Dedicated to
Cultural Survival

and Diversity

oa
|

)
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Lumberjack

FOOTBALL: ‘Jacks survive late WWU rally —

Scoreboard

continued from pg. 21

“I didn't even know it was a
fumble at first, I just jumped on
the ball and it turned out to be a
big play for us,” Shebert said.
All-American safety Kyle Kill-

ingsworth suffered a slight concussion in the first half and did
not return to action.
“With Kyle being out it made

us more motivated,” Hampton
said. “I went up to him at half
time and told him wed hold it
down for him.”
And for the most part, that is
exactly what they did.
Despite having 16 penalties
for 155 yards, the Humboldt State
football team fought through adversity and made big plays when
they had to.
“It was a nice way to start the
season, Defensive Assistant Shay
McClure said. “Although at times
we were sloppy, it gives us a lot
of things to work on. We see our

strengths and weaknesses and can

third quarter HSU still looked in
command.
Even though Western Washington went on to score 10 unanswered points, Moorman showed

his poise and threw a perfect spiral to Stein for a one-handed grab
they needed for the game-winning touchdown.
“Blake’s an awesome

quarter-

“It was anice wayto start the
we were sloppy, it gives us
a lot of things to work on.
We see our strengths and
weaknesses and can find
spots to improve.”
Shay McClure

upcoming games,’ Stein said.
Western
scoring
Despite
around the 2:45 mark late in the
fourth quarter, the Humboldt

offense

gained

and a

final first down to seal the

“The philosophy of the team
is understood. Now the players
must execute the game plan of the
coaches,’ said McClure.
The ‘Jacks will host Central
Washington

p.m.

HSU defensive assistant

on September

9 at 6

State

took

a

21-7

down.

With

7:26

to go

Won 3-0 (30-28, 30-18, 30-24)
Aug. 26 versus Point Loma Nazarene Sea Lions

Lost
Aug.
Won
Aug.

3-2 (21-30, 22-30, 30-24, 30-22, 6-15)
26 versus Evergreen State Geoducks
3-0 (30-15, 30-15, 30-25)
25 versus Concardia Cavaliers

Won 3-0 (30-17, 30-25, 31-29)

Men’s Soccer

“With
sworth]

Kyle
being

[Killingout
it

made us more motivated.

I went up to him at halftime and told him we’d
hold it down for him.”
Tyson Hampton

lead when Moorman hooked up
with Perkins for a 44-yard touch

Aug. 30 versus Sonoma State Seawolves

Won 3-1 (30-32, 30-22, 30-24, 30-25)

find spots to improve.”
Humboldt

Volleyball
Sept. 1 versus Cal State Monterey Bay Otters
Lost 3-2 (30-22, 31-33, 27-30, 30-19, 7-15) -

Aug. 25 versus Warner Pacific Knights

possession

game,

Won 28-23

season. Although at times

back. He launched a perfect ball
and we are both excited about the

State

Football
Aug. 31 vs Western Washington Vikings

HSU

defensive back

Aug. 30 versus Simpson University Red Hawks
Won 2-0

Aug. 24 versus Western Washington Vikings
Won 2-1

Women’s Soccer
Sept. 3 versus Western Oregon Wolves
Lost 1-0
Sept. 1 versus Southern Oregon Raiders
Won 1-0
Aug. 29 versus Oregon Institute of Technology
Won 5-0

in the

See SCOREBOARD

THERE’S ONLY ONE MORE WEEK TO SIGN UP FOR INTRAMURALS

Intramural Sports Fall 2006

Register teams by Friday, September 8
Captains meetings are the following week.
Team spots available in A,B,C Basketball, Mon/Tues Softball,

Volleyball, & Indoor Soccer leagues (Wed/Sun).
Call 826.6011
FC 151
www.humboldt.edu
recsport@humboldt.edu

STUDENTS PLAY FREE
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Friends don't let
friends read The Lumberjack while driving.

PRINCE: Doctors say he is making progress __
continued from pg. 23

_

F ?

Serving thecampus and the community since 1929.

f
u
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TheLumberjack — (707) 826-3271, thejack@humboldt.edu
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Dandelion Herbal Center

ip

with Jane Bothwell
ed

Beginning with Herbs
Medicine Making in the

a

Trinity Alps

Wilderness Trip

Oct. Call
12-15,
2006
Now!

21st Century

Sept. 19 - Nov. 14

Tues eves. 7-9:30 pm

at Moonrise Herbs

2 herb walks, Oct. 1 & Nov. 5

To Register

gare bin eis isso
ebruary - November

janeb@arcatanet.com

3 weekend field trips

For more information go to www.dandelionherb.com
4803 Greenwood Heights Drive, Kneeland, CA 95549

wo

ASIA MARKET
CENTRAL
photo courtesy of the Lester family

After moving fo Humboldt from Georgia, Prince grew fond of the area and decided to attend HSU.

year for James Williams, the cross country and track
loved to take ordinary fireworks and make one large
coach at Arcata High School. The event drew 350
explosive out of them.
participants and raised $7,000.
“It was very comical watching him make his
Community members close to Prince and his
run
and
it
light
and
‘bomb’ and take it outside
family
have monitored his progress through online
like his life depended on it,” Wright wrote in an eupdates. On Saturday the doctors said that Prince's
mail. “There was never a dull moment when he was
therapy session went well and that his eyes were
around.”
showing indications of tracking. Even though it has
Several efforts are underway to help the Prince
been a tough time for Prince, those who know him
family with medical expenses. A special account has
are doing as Prince would have done by keeping
been established at local Bank of America locations.
their thoughts positive.
Anyone wishing to help
“He
not
only
can drop in and make a “*He not only brought a lot of talent to the team, but
brought a lot of talent
donation to the Prince
more importantly he was a refreshing presence with a
to the team, but more
family.
lot of spirit and a real positive outlook.”
importantly he was a
Mike Williams, the
refreshing
= presence
owner and manager of
sp aia
with a lot of spirit and
The Jogg’n Shoppe in
HSU cross country runner
a real positive outlook,”
Arcata, is organizing a
wrote Wright.
benefit race to be held
community in Humrunning
the
Williams said that
on October 29 at the Blue Lake Casino. The race
boldt is very close and that they hope to see Prince
is scheduled to begin at noon and participants will
soon. Whether Prince will run again remains in queshave the option of running or walking the threetion, but there is no doubt that he exemplifies a chammile course.
pion in life.
Williams has been a fan of Prince ever since he
“He has some great fans and admirers because
sophohis
during
moved to the area from Georgia
he’s a team player,” said Williams. “He's just a good
more year of high school. He said that he’s seen only
person and a friend to all.”
a few runners with Prince’s athletic capabilities, but
More information on the upcoming benefit race
he’s never met anyone with Prince’s heart and charcan be obtained by contacting the Jogg’n Shoppe at
acter.

“He came in all the time and kept me informed
on what was going on,” said Williams. “I miss his visits.”

Ti

Williams said that a similar event was held last

822-3136.

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.

|Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan,}
Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines
and many more countries.

NOW CARRYING A WIDE VARIETY
OF MEXICAN FOOD PRODUCTS _
Wwww.asiamarketcentral.com

|
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- The Depot
* South Campus Marketplace _
* Giant’s Cupboard
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It’s not as hard as you might think

Lessons Available!
Glass House has everything
you need to learn

¢

Glass - Pyrex, Simax,
Northstar, Glass Are
Tools, Torches
Eye Protection & Kilns

Dichroic Glass

~ Millefiori images

Dae

i

‘Instructional Books & Vi
Tons of advice

.

GLASS HOUSE
Glass Blowing Supplies
1264 Giuntoli Lane, Area

ME I0-S, Sott2-5
ie cad ime:

|

The defense held Western Washington's passing game to just 98 yards and forced two interceptions.
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Soccer suffers narrow defeat

photos by Eric Hedstrom

The HSU women’s soccer team suffered their first loss
of the season on Sunday, falling to the Western Oregon
Wolves 1-0 in their final non-conference game. Despite
combining for ten goals in their first three games, the
‘Jacks could not convert on any of their 15 shots. HSU
will host Cal State Los Angeles on Friday in the ‘Jacks
California Collegiate Athletic Association debut.
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Vegetarian Specialties Sandwiches
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ae

;

Vegan White Pizza Traditional Style. Roasted Garlic,
iveas Basil.
Spi
ions,
Oli
il, Tomato
(Thi
Tofu Club Herb Tofu, Marinated Soy Chunks, Lettuce, Tomato, Rie acca
a i
ete
ea
ee z Ais a SS
Sprouts, Avo, Mayo & Served on 3 Slices of Toasted
P
ae
:

:

Herb Tofu Sandwich

._

Tofu, Lettuce, Tomato, Avocado, Onion,

our New Vegan Garlic Spread & Served on Whole Wheat
$7.25

Basil:

boned

Appetizers
Mozzarella Sticks (5)
Sm. Gouda Sticks (5)

Homemade

Fried Zucchini

$3.95

French Fries

$3.25

Cheese Fries(Choice Cheese $5.65)
Ranch Dressing

$4.50
$.50

Marinara
Cheese Sauce

A
5
:
Herb Tofu, Feta, Grilled Tomato, Basil, Spinach

House Favorites
Turkey Club Deli Turkey Breast, Bacon, Lettuce. Tomato,
Sprouts, Mayo, Avocado & Served On 3 Slices of Toasted
Sourdough
ee

B.L.T

Tomatoes, Onions, Ham, Turkey, Pepperoncinis, Salami,
Croutons, Cucumbers. Parmesan, Provolone & with Choice
Dressing.
$8.95
Mediterranean Salad Mixed Greens, Artichoke Hearts,
Kalamata Olives, Roasted Garlic, Carrots,
Onions, Tomatoes Tossed in our House Balsamic
Vinaigrette and Dusted with
Feta & Parmesan
$7.25
Caesar Salad Romaine, Tomatoes, Carrots, Onions &
Croutons Tossed in House Egg-Less Mango Caesar Dressing

:

Salad

Mixed

Greens,

lomatoes,

fomato, Sprouts,

Onions & Served on a Brio Roll Topped with

Vinaigrette

2 Sizes Available
Terrific Turkey

O77 16/95
Oven Roasted Turkey,

Mayo, Lettuce. Stuffing &

Soup

Du Jour

See

Authentic
h

»

1

.

Onions

$1.95
server for details*

Philadelphia Style
>

The

$295

;

€

1

ae

6"

:

>

y

IOC

eg

:

é

:

:

Os

2

36.99

:

&

a

a

95

“,

S

Se ‘Steak
Sizza
steak Mari
Marinara,
>.

ace

ce

* f

¢

O

.

-

Cheese

Onions,
t7

‘

Turkey

&

ache

Choice Toppings:
Onions,

&

W

“rye,

AM Sandwiches Served

!

a

Provolone &

.

With a Pickic

Grassfed

Beef

$5.95

Cheese

2
Blue

Ahi Burger

& Jack

: Cheese Burger

Bacon,

'

Blue

Cl

;

Chili Aioli

Onion

:

R

i

Cheese, Pineapple, Feta

Sauce

Tomato,

Onions

& a Side of Au Jus Served on a Brio Roll

Roasted Turkey
‘

,

All Pastrami

18”
$2.50

Reuben

our Super Slice

di
Specialty

Onions,

Tomato,

Marinara

Onions,

$6.95

wh

c

Sandwiches

Sandwiches

Served on Los

Bagels

Accompanied with a Crisp Pickle Spear
:

.

sf

.

Corn Rye and
‘

Coleslaw & Horseradish

‘

‘

eas

Smoked Gouda Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye

Cheese, Tofu,

$7.50
Reuben

Hot Pastrami, Swiss Cheese, Kraut

Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye & a Side of 1,000
Island
$7.50

Fresh

Basil, Red Onion,

Parmesan

Cheese.

Roasted

Cheese

& Mozzarella

Mushrooms,

MI

Monday‘

!

thru

$16.95

lomato.

Spinach,

69

»

Hours

‘
‘
)
a
>
Hawaiian
Ham, Pineapple,

°

of Operation
“ete
Thursday

“7

7

.
‘«
11:00am
to

1:00am

rhe Carnivore Ham, Bacon, Sausage, Pepperoni, Meatballs,
&
-5 < Red Onion, Salami, Marinara & Mozzarella $18.50
R

Turkey

Pastrami Melt Hot Pastrami, Grilled Onions, Kraut &

r

)

\

Oven Roasted

ae
fg
,
Pizzas and House Suggestions

$17.95Qs
Red

Fresh

Cheddar Cheese Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye
$7.50

$11.95
I\2 $1.50
$2.50
DN
$3.50

a

?

:

The Rachael Hot Pastrami,

Pastrami

¢ 50)

Very

Lettuce.

=

Fopping

O

with

Ham & Melted Swiss

f

Slice nti Jour

:

7 5)

Lemon, Red

Rol

Lettuce.

-

Extra Cheese. Mushrooms. Garlic, Red

$6.95 Llatlic, Marinara, Mozzarella &

»

Ahi Fillet,

srio

with

$7.50

And Swiss Thinly Sliced

Served
on a

Horseradish

Fine

$6.50

Roasted Turkey, Salami & Soy Chunks

$6.95

BBO Bacon Barger BBO, Bacon & Choice of Cheese
get

~

.

Cheese Spinac h, Fresh

a
Grilled
Sprouts

& Onions

Served

with a Side of 1,000 Island
Hot Pastrami

Southwest

Onions

Onions &

Roll,

$7.50
$7.25

$7.95 Mediterranean Artichoke Hearts, Kalamata Olives, Feta

Sautéed

Grilled
a Brio

Swiss Cheese & Kraut Between Two Pieces of Grilled Rye

Arcata Burger Bacon, Avocado & Choice of Cheese
Jalapenos,

on

Oven

+

Pizza

Roasted Garlic, Ricotta

Swiss Mushroom Burger Sautéed Mushrooms & Swiss

Burger

Beef,

Melted

$7.50

Sausage, Anchovy’s,
Bacon,
Pepperoni, Ham,
.
‘
.Meatballs,.
.
‘i

ei

Pickle

&

$6.50

.

Oven

Humboldt

”

:

( Bacon, Cheese & Avocado Just Add $1.50)
90z of

Cheese

Cheese Sandwich

(Substitute Boca or Garden At No \dditional Charge)
Large Cheese Pizza
. eget are Server? with Letiace, Tomato, Onions. Additional f; | .. Toppings: Whole Pie
oppings: $1.00. Jalapenos, Sautéed Onions, Sautéed Mushrooms,
S
Sli
Super Slices
Burger

‘

Hearts, Pesto, Pepperoncini’s, Jalapenos, Fresh Basil,

5

Provolone

S

Spinach, Sun Dried Tomatoes, Fresh Tomatoes, Artichoke

Burgers

Traditional

Cheese

Black Olives, Kalamata Olives, Red Bell Peppers,

i

a

Mozzarella,

6

Beef Roast
Cheese

_

canis
O nions,
a

II

with

$7.25

Cheese

on

Classic

*

M

Roast

4h

5

.

Hot

Tomato, Sprouts

.

‘

ae ional 1 # 3 #3 Jack
Traditi
Jac CI aea gaaced

old.

“*hapca

.

.

Traditional # 2 Sautéed Onions, Swiss & Provolone Cheese

(

Mozzarella,

Horsy

m<

‘
Oven Roasted r Turkey Salad
and
Roast Beef and Cheese

313.50

~d

Marinara.

$7.50

Hot Ham

Serv

with

If Ordering on a Roll, Sizes Available are 6 & 12 Inch

aS

‘

re

ak
‘
Me
Chicken / Eggplant Parmesan House Breaded Chicken
Breast or Eggplant Topped with Marinara, Melted Mozzarella,
Provolone, Parmesan & Served on a Brio Roll
Eggplant $7.25 / Chick $7.50
Meatball Grinder Homemade Meatballs Served on a Brio

Cheddar

Classics

Sandwiches

Hot Grinders And Melts
Adams Turkey Deli Turkey Breast, Feta, Grilled Tomato,
Basil & Spinach Served on Grilled Sourdough $6.95
Oven Roasted Turkey Salad Melt Your Choice of Bread
and Cheese with Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts & Onions $7.50
Fresh Smoked Tuna Salad Melt Your Choice of Bread and
Cheese with Lettuce, Tomato, Sprouts & Onions $7.50

Parmesan

$6.95

E

Hot Sandwiches

& Sprouts
on the sid
$13.00
$6.75
Available 6 & 12 Inch
French Dip Roast Beef, Melted Swiss. Onion Strings, Side O

.

"9

t

ae

ng

— goked Albacore Salad and

re

+
12"> +
fraditional # 1 Sautéed Onions & American
Cheese
an

Follow

am and

Cheese Steaks

;

SandwichesServed With a Pickle*
Gee
Maree
NGF
lene

AE

a Choice of
Cheese and Bread. All Sandwiches
Come with Mayo, Lettuce, Tomato, Onions and Sprouts
Bread & Cheese Choices Look to the Left
I.

$4.95

*Al

Roll Topped

12” $13.00
Cranberry Sauce,

Tomato Served on a Brio Roll

House

Croutons
. Choice of Dressing & Dusted
$2.95
pint
quart

Traditional Coleslaw

:

Italian Sub Ham, Salami, Provolone, Pepperoncinis, Lettuce,

G6 50

Cucumbers, Carrots,
with Parmesal
Deli Salads

$7.50
:
$5 5()

i

Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo on Toasted Sourdough

ae.

Above List
$9.25
Panzarotti A Panzarotti is a Large Pocket of Pizza Stuffed
with Marinara, Mozzarella, Fresh Garlic & Basil. Lightly
Fried; Essentially, this is an Italian Chimichanga . Add
Toppings From Above (Additional Toppings $.95) $8.25

$4.95

Salads

Side

$6.50

Soy Steak Marinated Soy Chunks, Onions, Swiss & Provolone
12}5 S12:50
6” $6.50
Cold Sandwiches

(Caesar & Blue Cheese add $.75)
Chef Salad Fresh Romaine Topped with Carrots,

Sun-Dried
aan

of Marinara (Additional Toppings $.95) Add Toppings from

Onions

Island, Honey Dijon,

s,

Hot

:
Tomato Slices Grilled on Sourdough with Lettuce, Sprouts&

,

P
ales eeBell pe

Pe npersti Scuctes Susticnmis. Blak Olives

Grilled Cheese And Tomato Choice of 2 Cheeses, Warm

$.95
$1.25

‘

Green Bell Peppers , Marinara & Mozzarella
$15.99
C
dP
tti
alzones And
Panzarotti
Calzones Spinach, Mozzarella & Ricotta Served with a Side

Pieces of Grilled Rye & Served with a Side of 1000 island
$7.25

Salad Dressing: Ranch, Balsamic Vinaigrette, Italian,
Thousand

iSpi

$17.95

oe
:
ae
Veggie Sandwich Your Choice of Bread & Cheese, Lettuce,
Tomato, Onion, Cucumbers, Carrots, Mayo & Sprouts
$6.25

Tofu Reuben Herb Tofu, Kraut, Swiss Cheese Between 2

$.75 / $2.50 80z / $5.00 160z
$.95 / $1.50 80z

Smokey BBQ / House Aioli
Caesar / Blue Cheese Dressing

Gotti

Mannare &

noe

Como

& Served on Grilled Sourdough

Meatballs

Simoled Gouda:

;

Lettuce, Onions, Sprouts, Tomato, Garlic Spread & Choice of

:
Adams Tofu

Sides

Sia Priad Tomate.

:
Mozzarella

Tofu Submarine Brio French Roll Filled with Tofu, neAvocado, ay

Homemade
Homemade

$14.95

pizza)

Garlic Lovers Roasted Garlic, Fresh Garlic Artichoke Hearts,

Ba

.

.

‘

Friday “a And Saturday. 11:00am to 3:00am
Sunday 11:00am to 11:00pm
(707)

822-4650

1057=4 H Street

Arcata,

CA

ITN

$7.25

:

PPR

Sourdough
soUrcoUs
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Citizens Of Humanity - Big Star
7 For All Mankind - Joe's

continued from pg. 22

Rock & Republic
AE

SES

ES PO ELE AR

Aug. 27 versus Southern Oregon Raiders
Won 4-0

BOUTIQUE

Cross Country

5 are

Sept. 2 Humboldt Invitational
Won first place

omy

Upcoming Games

Football
Sept. 9 versus Central Washington Wildcats @ Redwood Bowl 6 p.m.
Volleyball

ft

Sept. 8 versus Cal State Bakersfield Roadrunners @ East Gym 7 p.m.
Sept. 9 versus Cal State Los Angeles Golden Eagles @ East Gym 7 p.m.
Men’s Soccer

Sept. 8 versus Cal State Los Angeles Golden Eagles @ HSU Soccer Field 4 p.m.
Sept. 10 versus Cal State Bakersfield Roadrunners

@ HSU Soccer Field 3 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
Sept. 8 versus Cal State Los Angeles Roadrunners @ HSU Soccer Field | p.m.
Sept. 10 versus Cal State Bakersfield Roadrunners @ HSU Soccer Field 12:30 p.m.
Cross Country
Sept. 9 Chico State Invitational @ Chico State
Team Records (as of Sept. 4)

298 F St - Old Town, Eureka - 445-2727

Football
1-0

Volleyball

FFE 18th Street (Between G§H tn Arcata)

4-2 Overall. 1-1 CCAA

MissALya's
"» New Worla Water

Men’s Soccer

|

2-0-0 Overall, 0-0-0 CCAA

es

Women’s Soccer
3-1-0 Overall, 0-0-0 CCAA

ee co
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-

Ee
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ee ee

Nation"

a

’
Got a tip or a story idea?

Plus!

Call us in the newsroom.

13 FREE Refills!!
|

(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu

events@humboldt.edu
Read us online at thejack.humboldt.edu.

*

Then

LO‘ Refills Everyaay!!

*
-

*

*
a

Submit event announcements

for free calendar listing.

*

$E.I9

(

|

~ water Containers -

34 oz Wide Mouth Sport Bottle

ee

You might learn something
you didn’t know.

- water Dispensers -

"ttwmbolat

ee

Read The Lumberjack.

'

-

- Filtvatton Sustems - Custom Filtration -

)

1-0

- Purified water™

"17

ee

on

Cross Country

va

R22-FOCE
ae
Ze

~
:

-20°C
- 120°C Temp Rangel!
Solid #7 Polycarbonate!!
Break-Resistant!!
*

ALL
Purified

Water

‘

On-Site!

design by ZaAcR Gray: zackstar@humbolatt.com
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FEATURE
Art to Clothing to Charity
A socially-conscious corporation aims to change
.

wa

Teds
AS

AS

TEYA

public

TEY

A.org

public

benefit

benefit

corporation

a
a
3ayTeaay

Photos Courtesy of Asteya

AS

An example of clothing sold on Asteya.

TEYA

corporation

John C. Osborn
jcol1@humboldt.edu

Nathaniel Williams is CEO and one of the founders of a business geared toward social enterprise and responsibility. Asteya, which is Sanskrit for non-stealing,
is a public benefit corporation headquartered in Paradise, Calif. that uses donations and profits generated by selling clothing to better people throughout the world.

ble of feeding and clothing all the world’s poor. But the fact
is that simple greed prevents this wealth from efficiently

flowing down to those who need it the most.
The founders of Asteya believe that technology has
made the resources required to meet basic human needs
available to all if we could just find a better way for markets
to distribute wealth.
We saw that if you created a large corporation that could
compete for revenue on the open market that was legally
committed to using its resources purely for the common
good, you would have created a mechanism to assist those
on the bottom of the economic pyramid.
The basic concept of social enterprise is nothing new,
but I think the level that Asteya aspires to is.
On a personal level, my drive to help build a social enterprise came as a reaction to working for a few very large
corporations and being made sick by the greed of those at
the top. I wanted to create a company that valued compassion over profit.

How many people were involved in Asteya’s inception?

How did you start the company off?
Asteya began as a passion for change, and we are just
now coming out of the start-up phase. We've gotten Asteya
this far with all expenses coming out of our own pockets,
as well as some donations from family and friends. We are
able to secure supplies and handle basic overhead because
we ve worked so hard to keep operating costs nonexistent.
How does Asteya operate?
There are quite a few rules restricting how non-profits
can engage in profit-making activities, and we're only able
to offer an online gift shop as a fundraising tool because

Who makes the clothing designs and is there compensation
for artists?
Some of the designs were donated, and for some of the

designs the artist is paid a flat fee for each T-shirt sold. We
have to walk a fine line with compensating our artists, because we have to ensure that they are being paid fairly but
not excessively.
‘The sale of T-shirts is purely a fundraising tool to bring
in the revenue we need to establish permanent headquarters in Tanzania, and the artist's commission must reflect
that the shirts are being sold not to benefit the artists, but

to fund Asteya’s programs.
Tell me about “social enterprise.”
A social enterprise is a non-profit corporation that uses
business principles to solve problems and generate revenue. A social enterprise takes the best qualities of corpo
rate practice and free market principles along with the pur
pose and binding legal framework of non-profit groups to
create an efficient yet humane hybrid.

Asteya is a volunteer-run organization.

When we've raised enough funds to establish adequate
facilities, the online gift shop will sell products made by
participants in Asteya’s work skills training programs for
those living in poverty, with previous criminal convictions,
or with mental

or physical disabilities that are unable to

find work otherwise.
All employees will be paid a living wage and be provided
with support services available at most other corporations.

What motivated Asteya to adopt that outlook?
We wanted to operate as a social enterprise because we
wanted to help people, be able to fund our operations with
out the restrictions that come along with grants and gov
ernment aid, and we wanied to provide socially conscious
alternatives in the marketplace for some basic items.

By choosing to incorporate as a public benefit corposee ASTEYA, pg. 32

accel

It was myself, my wife Yevgenlya, and my two friends
Adam “Atom” Collier and Sagar Rami. I wanted to start a
company that could be financially successful, yet not exploitative.
Once Sagar and Atom were exposed to the idea of social
enterprise, they immediately came on board. We believe
in the idea so much that we've worked ourselves very hard
without any pay.

iid) Sealed

Where did the idea behind Asteya come from?
When you look at the world and see that billions of people live in poverty, you have to ask yourself if there’s not a
better way.
.
The founders of Asteya saw that the wealth the global economy can produce is great enough for poverty to
be completely eliminated. The free market, for all of its
flaws, helped create a societal infrastructure*that is capa-

i
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In The Spotlight
Sarah Vevoda

A segment where people can share their
personal experiences

SOLIDROCK
ollede?Gareer Aged Gathering Thursdays @ 7 PM @ Arcata First Baptist

Interested in telling your story? E-mail the features editor at:
jco11@humboldt.edu

Arcata

First Baptist Church

17th & Union Sunday services @ 9:15 and

Welcome

Back to HSU

11AM

Free BBQ

Friday, Sept.8, 5-7 PM in the church parking lot

ge

CRASH College/Career Aged Retreat
Sept.

Sarah Vevoda is an HSU
student who recently
traveled to Accra,
Ghana for a seven week
stay through a study abroad
program. She brought her
4-year-old son Jonah with
her. The Ghanaian’s nicknamed him “Michael Essien,” who is also a Ghanian soccer player.
While there, Sarah worked
for a non-profit organization that assisted Ghanaian
youth by providing vocational training and a sense
of independence.
Sarah wants to help sell
crafts made by Ghanaians
trained by the International
Children’s Resource Institute. Anyone interested can
contact her at:
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Valley West Shopping Center
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Bring a friend
I

to breakfast, lunch, or dinner
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15-17 @ Triumphant Life Camp
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Buy 1 get 1 ‘Free on US!
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Coffee + Expresso * Tea * Chocolates * Yerba Mate

slv11@humboldt.edu
Eric

Sarah Vevoda wearing a shirt made for her in Ghana by
participants in the program she volunteered for.

John C. Osborn
jco11@humboldt.edu

Are you from Humboldt originally?
Well, yes and no. I was born
here and moved to Redding, Ca
lif. when I was five, and was raised
there. I didn’t come back out here
until 1998.

Social work.

What inspired your major in

What brought you back?
I always wanted to come back.

was what I was drawn to. When

When I was little, wed go to Eu
reka to visit, but we never came
to Arcata. Every time wed drive
under the 14th Street. bridge, I
always wondered what was up
with that place. I didn’t know any
thing about [Arcata], I just knew
| wanted to go there. As soon as I
graduated, I did, and loved it.

are

you

studying

at

What inspired you to travel?
I've always wanted to travel
ever since I was a little girl. I just
dreamed about how I wanted to
be a globetrotter. Africa was the
place I always drehmed about.

social work?
I took a little bit of a break be

tween high school and college,
and I found myself doing jobs that
fell into that field. Naturally, that

What
HSU?

Hedstrom

What drew you to Africa?

I

was ready to go back to school, |
narrowed
and

it down

social work

to three areas,

seemed

to be the

most fitting, because that was the
most active.

The other areas I was looking

I don't know
born

there. That’s our roots, that’s

everybody’s roots. I think that
there’s a lot of wisdom over there
are cut
tcf

more

studying

Free Wireless Access
Hive Music Thurs. = Sat.

Study Sroups Welcome

and that we in our new country

into were psychology and sociol
were

it is. I real-

ly believe that all humankind was

ogy,

which

what

On-site Lomputers &

pUSL

sIle

Caddo

off from
try
LO

our

ancestors.

It

me

GEIR

and knowledge building. I wanted
to do something
social work was

more active, and
more a progres

sive activist role, which is me.

see SPOTLIGHT, pg. 30

Smoothies * Bagels * Fudge * Blended Drinks + Chai
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SPOTLIGHT: Experiences in Ghana
mele
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continued from previous page
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as well.
There was someone from Ghana there, so I connected with him
and he said I could stay with his

\
‘
:
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gets

friends over there who happened

\
,
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6-9 pm

grudge against that person and
give them the silent treatment yet

So it
would be volunteering.”
stayed
I
_ worked out perfectly, and
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ing and you don't have to think
about it anymore, it’s done.

The International
Resource Institute.

That’s just one example of the
wisdom I felt and saw. We're really smart when it comes to technological advances,
but they're re- _
ally smart when it comes to living _
life.

Their headquarters is in Berkley, and they have different projects in several countries. The
project in Accra is one of their's,
but they’re not really tied.
Hannah, the director in Accra, does everything. She writes
grants, organizes everything, and
she doesn't really get any support
from headquarters.
What they do there is they
teach youth who are not in
school, because they can't afford
it, and who are not working since
its hard to get a job there, vocational skills. They teach them how
to crochet, make clothes and bags,
how to tie-dye fabric, braid hair
and work with beads.
They make the beads, the
string, everything. They’re amazing.
The program is eight months
long and takes place in this little
house. The girls, and some boys,
come to school everyday and they
learn skills. Then they graduate
and get a little bit of money to get
them started, and ideally they can
start their own business.
Everybody
there buys and sells,
that’s their economy. The program
teaches these skills so they can
make stuff and then sell it.

—

_

__

_
—
_

One of the things [Rose] does
there is setup college students inthe
U.S. with internships in Ghana. She
hadn’nt networked with
i HSU5 yet. It
was all Midwest universities.
So Maria thought it was a perfect opportunity to build a relation-

Children’s

It’s really neat because they ac-

_ tually go into the community and
neighborhoods looking for peo_ ple. Nobody is forced to join this
program.
This is the second round, and
__ it keeps getting bigger and bigger,
__ it’s snowballing. It’s really cool, to-

ship between HSU and what Rose __ tally community-based.
was doing in Ghana, and I could
kind of be the pioneer student.
Has the program been successful
T

connected

with

her

and _ thus far?

rae

emailed her my resume, and she

It seems like it. They do follow-

tindioheae eecaemamae: are

passed it to find the best match

ups to see if they're using their

Raspberries.............. $2.89 oa.
Produce prices good

for me. So that’s how I ended up _
being in Ghana, because that’s

skills and the majority is.
They just opened up a store in

thru 9/11/06

EUREKA

you

What organization
volunteer with?

there.

noi

did

someone, hash it out and it’s done.
Five minutes later, they're laugh-

Why did you choose Ghana?
I was drawn into the African world a couple of years ago.1
just found myself surrounded by
it. When the time was coming, |
narrowed it down to West Africa.
I really wanted it to be Senegal,
but it ended up being Ghana, because the place I was volunteering
for was there.
I'm really glad it was Ghana,
because they spoke English there.
My advisor Maria Bartlett had a
former student from a different
university where she taught, who
moved her and her entire family

' Olive Oil

32 o2., selected varieties

Ssusus

| Organic

\

|

with his friends.

else.

Are you saying thattheydon’t
hold grudges?
They don't. I mean you can't —
speak for everyone as a whole. |
did meet people who didn't like
other people for certain things
they had done, but that’s just a
part of life too. They're not going __
to think bad thoughts every time __
they see them.

“90 OFF “10°

/

aad

Ove ae tee

talk about it to everybody

8th Street on the Plaza, Arcata * 825-7596

y

here, if somebody

mad, you stay mad. You hold a_

&
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Beer,

Imported

traveled

Susie Laraine Trio

:
Locally Produced Wines

ARCATA
8th

and

CO-OR
|! Streets

822-5947

6 a.m.

to

10 p.m.

;

Africa?
Yeah, a whole lot. They dont
get hung up on the stupid little
things we do.

you

when

to be in the same city where I

6-9 pm

:

a

to

Over

.

;

;

once

get together

month so they were at the party

wisdom

bi
Nine

Humboldt

Did you did find any of that

a if oe Ny

where the connections were.

Then
teaches

i found
here

on

a friend
campus

front of their little house,

who _
who'’s_

from the Ivory Coast. He had a
party at his house for New Year's.
All the Africans that lived in

where

they're seiling the things that people make.

They're also trying to

network with people over here to
get them business, ordering shirts
—
see SPOTLIGHT, pg. 35
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To read about her experience,
go to pg. 29
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All these photos were taken by Sarah Vevoda during her trip to Ghana.
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Makola market, the largest open-air
market

in Accra,

near Jamestown.

1g since

Cape Coast Slave Castle where 35 percent of all African slaves were held. This is
a picture of where the slaves used to board the boat from the dungeon. Now it is
used as a fishing port.
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t social injustice _
agains
ng
Fighti
A:
ASTEY
continued from pg. 28

all profits will be used for charitable purpose because our

legal structure requires it. And no matter how big Asteya

may grow, it can never be co-opted or bought out, as there

is no stock to control.
We wanted to create a company whose main concern
was making the world a better place, and by becoming a
social enterprise we have set that goal as our only true concern.
How successful has Asteya been thus far?

To be honest we're just getting started and sales and donations have been very slow to come in. I think that's a result of how new we are and how few people know about us.
At this point we're working hard just to get people to un-

derstand what it is that we're doing and trying to do.

For me, I think Asteya has been very successful. We
managed to navigate the regulatory structures required to
form as a public benefit corporation, we've found a lot of
talented and caring people to help us meet our goals, and
we've managed to grow Asteya into a viable online business

such as poultry incubation, egg production and wind pow-

We are also working to offer some basic outreach programs for rural areas to educate more Tanzanians about
HIV/AIDS. We have very low overhead, no salary expenses, and all profits go to our programs. The first few shirts
we sold paid for hosting for DACAS for two years.

I met a gentleman online named Wangaeil Lema, and
we began talking about eliminating poverty in rural Africa
by organizing small groups of individuals to create businesses.
Lema, who grew up and lives in the Mt. Arusha region
of Tanzania, now has a degree in agriculture and is working on a master’s degree in rural development.
He was just the type of person that Asteya was look-

How can people interested in this project contribute?

If people like what we're doing and want to help it could
be as simple as telling a friend about social enterprise and
Asteya, or you could get more involved and become a moderator on our program development wiki, http://www.as-

ing for. We're hoping to get to Tanzania as soon as funding

allows so we can implement our rural development programs with the assistance of Lema’s non-profit organization DACAS, but in the meantime we wanted to do something to help the cause.
We designed a Web site for DACAS. and paid for hosting for a few years at http://www.dacas-ea.org. A small

teya.org/asteyaWiki/.

First and foremost Asteya thrives on new ideas and innovative ways of tackling global issues. Contributing your

ideas to the AsteyaWiki and Asteya Forum are two of the

best ways you can help us. These programs can only be

non-profit in Tanzania has a much larger voice and bet-

made better with more input from a diverse group of us-

ter chances for success. That feels pretty good, and it’s only
the beginning.

ers.
Of course there are other ways that you can help Asteya.

You can make a donation through our Web site.

What programs and charities does Asteya donate its
profits to?
As a public benefit corporation, we can only engage
in charitable activities, and according to the IRS and the
courts, generating revenue just to donate to other organizations is not a charitable activity.
At the present time, all profits other than what is used

We also offer unique artisan T-shirts and custom tai-

lored reconstructed clothing of which 100 percent of the

profits support our social and charitable program. We recommend you go to the Asteya website www.asteya.org
and send one of us an e-mail if youd like to help out or just
learn more about us.
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The companies I’ve looked at give around 20 percent of
their profits to charitable programs, and there is very little
oversight overall.
By creating Asteya as a non-profit we have ensured that

ing set aside for company facilities and the equipment and
supplies needed to launch entrepreneurial groups in areas

eS scp

company’s profits are going to a good cause.

program offerings in Tanzania. Specifically funds are be-

hat

when you look closely you can see that very little of the

government services are being put aside to fund our initial

And while we still don't have the funding to start some
of our larger planned programs we've found ways to help
people from the very beginning. One @uccess that we're
proud of is the website we created for the Development
Achievement by Community Based Appraisal and Sensiti-

OO,

and charitable purpose as a wonderful marketing tool, but

to pay for Web site hosting, a phone line, and filing fees for

without compromising our ideals.

a

ration we can do all those things. We and our supporters
can know that we can’t ever cut corners with regards to our
charity because the Internal Revenue Service would be all
over us in a heartbeat.
There's a group of “socially conscious” for-profit companies that are growing in popularity that use fair trade
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New Church Acts Like Catalyst
Church takes a progressive approach to faith
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“Our

role is to provide

vis,

Lead

“We

wanted

that

we

Pastor
to

would

at

make

want

j

a

to go

pattern

focus

“Hospitality

- Response played on the
Davis said
a desire to see

follows

that

only

welcome

a liberal or conservative.”

Connection” as dis
Catalyst Web site.
the idea came from
a faith-based com-

Roberts

band member

Roberts, also an HSU

of Dustace

student,

said that a church like Catalyst had
been in his heart for a long time.
“It’s been

cool

to see the

“Theres

Cseh,

so

Catalyst’s

much,”

said

Executive

an_

idea __ that

churches often only welcome
was

Roberts

neither

a

said.
liberal

nor a conservative.”

“You

don't

have

with our church

attend,” Davis said.

to agree

to be able to

We do have

a high opinion of Jesus and ‘The

Pastor.

a pur-

vice.

level sparked,’ Roberts said.
“People aren't concerned with
themselves

Jesus

Bible, but we want to be known
more for what we're for than what
we are against.”
Davis said the new church has
been well-received so far and that
75 people attended the first ser

interest

Jason

munity that has a desire for com

“They're

munity action.

“We want the church to be
about real things in our commu-

pose. ‘The weather is cold, but the
people are warm.”
Scott
Berger, assistant pas

nity,’ he said.

tor at Calvary Chapel of Arcata,

“I think it’s great that there’s a
new church,’ Berger said.
“I haven't heard anybody say
they wouldn't support the new

said

church,” Roberts said.

“We really want to understand

what this community is all about
and get to the core of that,” said

that

concerned

Catalyst

with

looked

like

it

was geared mostly toward young
adults or college people.

|

in Hum-

boldt.

conservatives,’

Austin

- Teaching

just a college

is to this generation

“Jesus

the

it is not

hopes to represent who

.

idea

often

said

church for college people. “We
have a desire for families and older people,” Cseh said.
Roberts said the other churches in the community have been
supportive of Catalyst, which

conservatives.
Jesus was neither

ic reading from The Bible and
music from the local band Dustace.
For the next six weeks,
service

Davis

is also a motivation

an

churches

he said. “A place where peo
ple can make friends, be challenged and inspired.”
The first service, called
“Launch,” included a dramat

each

a

There’s

fa;

Although Davis himself described Catalyst as being young at
heart and progressive in its style,

of

vis said.

op

church

member

for building Catalyst.
“This is my home and I have a
passion for my community,” Da-

some

Catalyst.

band

Rem

cial activism

services Sunday, August 27.

thing different,” said Dan Da-

Roberts,

Dustace, the musical component
of Catalyst.
Davis, who is originally from
Humboldt County, said that so-

ee

“7

Austin

in addition to carrying the best
selection of CDs, LPs and DVDs in town,
we now carry clothing and accessory lines from:
“Konscious Kiothing
“Imaginary Foundation |
“Rebels
* Shadow Conspiracy
* Affliction

“Dragonfly
“ Exact Science
*Mobtown

r= ee
858 G St. Arcata,

CA

95521

New Hours:
;
Mon.-Sat.
: ch 10am-Spom

(707) 822-9015
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A new church inspired with
a desire for difference and community action recently opened its
doors in town.
Catalyst,
a non-denominational (of no particular religious
denomination) church located on
D Street in Arcata, held opening

Come in and check out our new line of
t-shirts from Konscious Klothing.
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Are youacrasher?

1. Do YOU KNOW IF YOU ARE REGISTERED FOR ALL OF YOUR HSU cLASsEs? YES NO
9 HAVEYOU CHECKED YOUR HSU SCHEDULE ONLINE IN THE LAST WEEK? YES NO
3 D0 YOUR HSU PROFESSORS HAVE YOU ON THEIR GLASS ROSTER? YES NO
4, HAVE YOU USED ALL OF YOUR MAGIC NUMBERS? YES NO
5 DO YOU KNOW HOW MANY TOTAL UNITS YOU ARE TAKING RIGHT NOW? YES NO

If you or a loved one can answer no to one or more of the above
questions, you might be a late crasher.
No one likes a party crasher, much less an unregistered class crasher.
Get registered for your HSU courses now!! Avoid the stigma.
THE DEADLINE TO ADD CLASSES (ALSO KNOWN
SEPTEMBER 18TH.

AS CENSUS) IS

COME BY THE AIR CENTER, SBS 133, IF YOU NEED TO REGISTER.
WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU BE CRASH FREE.

CRASHERS will not be added to ANY courses after
September 18th.
Take the opportunity to kick your crasher habit.

ENROLL NOW?!
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Amigas

SPOTLIGHT: Reflections
continued from pg. 30

How impoverished is Ghana?
It's hard to say. It is compared
to what we are used to. I can really
understand now, first hand, that
we really live plush. Some houses there don't have running water
or a toilet.
In terms of the comfort of life,
then I guess you can say it’s impoverished. They don't have the
nice amenities that we have, but
the quality of life there is so rich
compared to here that I don't feel
like they’re impoverished.
How is the quality of life better?
Well, there's one example I
ready said about people not
ting hung up on stuff.
People tell me that if you
people yelling then something
ally bad happened, someone
really in the wrong.
It’s just alive!

here

When

It’s so quiet,

see
rewas

I got back

I felt like our country

dead.

alget-

and

was

everybody

thing to me was that everybody
there was like one big family. It’s
not uncommon to find two people who are complete strangers
talking like they knew each other
their entire lives.
You call your peers brother
and sister. You call your elders
auntie, uncle, mommy or daddy.
All the elders are parents to all
the children, and all the children
have parents. People are so warmhearted and kind.
I mean there is theft and stuff
like that, but I rarely felt unsafe.
I feel more unsafe here and more
vulnerable. There were a couple of
times I felt unsafe there. Not that
bad for a city of four million people.
‘There's also music everywhere.

It’s not the traditional drumming
that everybody thinks. It’s just
speakers and music, kind of like
hip-hop: beats and Reggae beats,
more modern stuff.
Four in the morning they're
bumping it. You can never do that

in the states. People would be call
ing the cops on you so fast

is in their house or car. We live to
What

go to work.

changed

you

the most

Over there, it’s so alive. Nobody walks with their head down,
looking at the ground, like people

upon returning?
I'm more motivated and clear

do here. Just watch next time you

life.

go walking, you'll be staring at the
ground. Everyone there has their
head up, and every time you pass
someone they say good morn

We are very lazy here, which
has always been a conceptual

ing, good afternoon, or good eve

ning, depending on the time, ev
ery

time.

Probably

the

most

amazing

about

what

I want

‘to do

thing for me, but now I've

ly experienced it.
Their children
school as early as
and talk, and start
to read and write.

in my

actual

old boy we were staying with
could do multiplication and write
out his whole alphabet and several words. That’s the norm there.
We take for granted that we
can do anything, that we don't
really know what we want to do.
We just wait for everything, wait
to catch a fish, wait for the phone

670 9th St. Arcata
(707) 825-6849

to ring

Over there, they don’t wait to
do anything. Once you get into
that flow and rhythm it’s not hard,
it’s life. So, I feel that motivation
and excitement about life.
I don't get stressed out the way
I used to because they're so relaxed

over

there.

I think

a lot of

that has to do with the community there, because everyone is doing different roles, working together. Where as here we try to do
all the roles individually.

r=

SS

Se

ele

Will you go back?
I have to stay connected with
it. That’s what I want to do with

my

life.

I know

that’s where

heart and spirit are.
What I want to do
to build

eee

ele

Expires 10/6/06

to over there it’s just the way it is.

my

SIX RIVERS BREWERY
The Brew With A View, McKinleyville.

is, I want

places and work

bridges

between

Breakfast

Ghana

and the U.S., to bring their peo
ple here and our people there, and

Served

10 A.M. Until It's Gone

share wisdom.
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Wireless Internet
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in History
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So, do what you're good at
and ask for help if you need it?
Yeah exactly. Create community around yourself, and it naturally falls into place. You really
have to make an effort to build
that community here, as opposed

to live in both
are going to
they can walk
learning how
The four-year-
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and some other stuff since there’s

According to Wikipedia...
Sept. 6, 2005: California becomes

National Guard to ae

States to legalize same-sex marriage
without pre-emptive judicial order to do

School

declares its neutrality during World War
I]
Sept. 5, 1774: First Continental
Congress assembles in Philadelphia,
Penn.

| Sept. 4, 1957: Orville Faubus,
Governor of Arkansas, calls out the

Sept. 3, 1939: France, Great Britain,

New Zealand, and Australia declare war

on Germany after they invade Poland

on Sept. 1.

Sept. 3, 1783: The American
Revolutionary War ends with the
signing of the Treaty of Paris.
Sept.

2, 1945:

Japan officially

surrenders to the Uniterd

World War IL.

Sept.

—
3)
pets

10

.

Stafes, ending

Compiled by John C. Osborn

poe As Always

Great

BEERS
& Spirits

is
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AP

Sept. 5, 1939: The United States

Sunday

v

Sept. 6, 1970: Jimi Hendrix plays
| what turns out to be his last ever
| performance, at the badly controlled
and rained out Love and Peace Festival,
on the Isle of Fehmarn, Germany.

3 2

Sept. 3, 2004: The Beslan school

hostage crisis in Russia by Chechnya
separatists ends in the deaths of
approximately 344 people, mostly
teachers and children
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Michael “Tech” Williams of Tech Do
Som Bout It Productions featuring
events catering to those 18 and older.
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Fliers courtesy of Michael “Tech” Williams.

With a resume packed to the brim with successful
events, Michael “Tech” Williams continues to seek out new
opportunities to provide Humboldt County residents with

a dynamic night life.
Arriving in Humboldt County from San Diego in 1998
to play football, Tech has remained in its grasp ever since.
No longer a student athlete, he seeks to promote change
and growth throughout the
entertainment.
A party promoter on the
hidden qualities recognized
best, while at the same time
mon

area, by a different means of
exterior, Tech possesses many
only by those who know him
he remains haunted by com-

generalizations that surround

the world of hip hop,

misidentifying him in seconds.
Tech emphasizes that the fliers do not just represent
parties, but they are public events.
“It’s not just a party just to party. It definitely has a social
meaning behind it,’ Tech said, describing his latest event,
Set It Off II, which is at the Veterans Hall in Eureka on
September 9. “I like to have a good theme, to have something good come out of the parties, so I had a cool little
idea to donate some of the proceeds to the food bank in
Eureka.”
“Basically, I want you talking about it the next day in
class. This is what I love to do. I love getting people togeth
er and actually giving them something to do.”
This official back to school jam is the first event hosted

by Tech Do Som Bout It Productions in conjunction with

Eunyq Urban Wear, located in Eureka. The event caters to
people 18 and older, with a full bar for those of age. Doors

everybody at my function. So I went over to the guys, and
I gave my little pitch, and one of the guys took a flier, and
saw the bikini wrestling, and said he didn't want it. So I

open at 9 p.m. at the corner of 10th and H Streets and will

had to explain to him for like ten minutes that it’s not just

cost $10 to get in.
This first happening features Humboldt'’s established
musician, DJ Itchie Fingaz spinning R&B, hip hop, and
reggae, along with special guests The Sexy: Dirty Girl Productions putting on a promotional Oil Wrestling Extravaganza.
“T like to have different features,” Tech said. “It's kinda
like Disneyland. You got your main theme here, but I definitely like to have something going on on the side, like
booths of venues selling clothing or what not.’
Being on the scene a few years now, Tech considers a
party with less than 300 people a failure.
“My parties are actually like the first party, the first
event, to get everybody together in one place,” said Wil
liams. “I like to focus on HSU, that’s like my main source

wrestling.”
“I don't just pass out fliers to a person,” said Williams.
“I actually take the time out to explain the party to them,
what's going on, what kinda music is DJing. Basically, |
have like a five minute conversation trying to convince you
that my event is worth going to.”
And not just for those night life loving college students.
“If I had community people to really get involved, I
could do so much more,” said Williams, stressing the fact
that an 18-and-over club is long overdue in the area. “If
any builders or realtors read this article, get in contact with
me, let’s get something going. If 1 had a building to throw
events, | could definitely make it happen.”
Each event thrown by Tech’s Do Som Bout It Produc
tions is highly secured, noted on the fliers as a “NO BULL
SH*T AFFAIR” So for those of you who have drama in your
back pocket, Tech asks that you please leave it at home.

to get people there [to the event]. The incoming freshmen,

the transfers, they all wondering what's going on.”
If there
ihe

featured

is something
events,

Tech

unattractive
duesn’t

to you

wait

that

about

one

to keep

of
you

from coming, describing a recent example where he ap
proached a group of the “punk rock type,” that “definite
ly, | would think just by looking at them that we probably
dance to the beat of a different tune. But I’m the type I want

“A

lot of peopie

around

here

respect

me,

so they

re

spect my parties,” Tech said. “At one of my functions, if I
see some guys wanting to get into it, I just squash it right
then and there.”
Not to say that in the past there weren't any issues to
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in Carbondale, Colorado.
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from

“I was especially impressed
with the song entitled ‘Papa’ where

Australia

one of the sisters went solo with
no instruments. That is where you
see the real talent in this band,
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think,
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1996.
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{Cunning

is just amazing, to say the

least,” Morgan-Marbet said.
definitely has a lot of talent

“He
and

with remnants of folk and jazz in

Bone’.

MacDonald

is also headlining his own tour
across the US in the fall, includ

ing a show played at the Red Rad
ish in Blue Lake on September 1.
Some

tans

were

would

of

right

the collaborative efforts of the
band, but they weren't the only
ones,
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Waifs used every ounce of energy
to send Humboldt County home

and

Donna Simpson,

5
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’| EVERTON BLENDER
?|
REGGAE ANGELS
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CHEBISABBAH
My

can bet she’s reaching for a banjo.

MacDonald has been broadcast
ing his hidden talent as a finget
picking guitarist after releasing
his second solo album, “Knuck
Brass

Check us outon Myspace:
homeofthebroilerroom
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said.

[he Simpson's singing ‘capa
bilities are far from their only tal
ents. When Vikki’s not playing
the guitar, she blends the hum of
her harmonica with the strum of

oO

Dee

Photo courtesy of www.thewaifs.com

The Waifs (from left to right): Vikki Simpson,
and Josh Cunningham.
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Boring,

Before meeting up with Cunning
ham, Vikki and Donna traveled
in a camper-van

Story ideas or suggetions?
Call the newsroom at
(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu

pend Jajuaz Ayisuoniup

Australia.

“I was really impressed with
their new songs and their overall
sound,’ said Tai-Aqua Morgan-

SEELOSOO

mote coast of Western

finger-snapping jams.

ES EDO

Oregon. “Their sound and harmonization, I think, makes them
a hundred times better than any
band out there in the pop music
world today.”
Morgan-Marbet,
an
environmental
resources engineering major, has been a fan of the
Australian-based band since the
summer of 2005 while studying

Call our ad office at
(707) 826-3259
ljinpads@humboldt.edu

HEE

band The Waifs, including Josh
Cunningham on guitar and vocals, Ben Franz on bass and-Dave
MacDonald on drums, had played
their last show in New York City
in July 2005. Sisters Vikki and
Donna Simpson were each more
than 7 months pregnant.
More than a year later, with
kids in tow, the group showcased
brand new songs across an 1 1-city
span, including the Edmonton
Folk Music Festival in Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada on August 10.
Following
the foot-tapping
performance of folk rock singer Matt Harding and band, The
Waifs appeared on HSU’s Van
Duzer stage August 28 to the earpiercing applause of more than
600 fans.
The three have been together
since meeting in 1992 on the re

Your ad can be here.
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“Some of us haven't seen each
other in the whole year, and we
have no idea if we've lost our mojo
or how to tour with three kids so
we are going to ease into it.” Donna writes on the bands website,
www.thewaifs.com.
Despite the uncertainty, The
Waifs left admirers awed by their
soul-filledacoustic
melodies,
blended instrumental vigils and
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About four years ago, Tech
and his partner at the time had

ite places in Humboldt County to
DJ at. Tech would come give me
props while working there and

an event at the Plaza Grill at Jaco-

hook me up with some essential

deal with.

by’s Storehouse on the Arcata Pla-

za. “It got outta hand, and he [the
Plaza

Grill

owner]

was

like ‘no

more hip hop. It’s a shame, ‘cause
that shouldn't have happened, it
could have been prevented. As far
as the places in Arcata, the Pla-

Mickey Hart, Zakir Hussain

show

that can make it out to all the DJ

him my resume of events. It was a

events going on in this area. He
gets there early and stays late,
and you will never find him too
drunk to tell you about the next
party. Humboldt County would
be a lot more boring if Tech was
not around.”
Williams is already planning
his second event of the year, the

down

with him

[the owner]

have

a conversation

and

good four-year ban, so hopefully
he can just forgive and I can really
convince him that I can make it
happen without incident.”
“I just want the students to
know that I’m here to take care
of you all,” Techsaid. “You all get
it done in the classroom, and I'll

Kn

Spiritual coaite

“The only downside of actually throwing
an event is that you can’t really enjoy the
event yourself.”

Giovanni Hidalgo, Sikiru Adepoju

9/24

Tango Fire

Tech Williams
Tech Do Som Bout It Productions

eeu
n
i
v
a
E
K
e
t
1 C+ e
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and special guest Allison

make sure to do all in my power to have something to do out-

side of the classroom. I pretty
much took it upon myself to actually do something about it [the

nightlife] around here, that’s why
I call it Tech Do Som Bout It Pro

ductions. All I ask for is just sup-

Moorer

port.”
Tech

first

began

promoting

parties when

Indigo

used to be

Club West, “That was like the
only time that Club West would

be packed, like 300 to 400 people,’
he said. Tech considers promotion the best, yet hardest, part of
his job. “You could have the hottest fliers, but if you don't got nobody to put the word out, it’s not
gonna happen.”

1 O {22

boldt County event lore.”
“Tech is extremely passionate about getting people together

and

a college event, and I hope to sit

Planet Drum

be considered legendary in Hum-

and creating a fun atmosphere,’
said the friend and former partr. “He is one of the few people

za Grill is a good place to throw

7

cuts to rock the dance floor with.
This led to working together on
some events which will no doubt

Tech was veered on the road
to success with the kickoff event,
Exclusive, put on by Herrera Prowith
ductions
in conjunction
Techalicious
Productions
and
Valentine Productions, followed

His Grammy-nominated debut album ‘Twentysomething’ made
him a star in Britain, selling upwards of 2 million copies and
setting records as the fastest-selling jazz debut in U.K. history.

by the illustrious Black and White
Baller’s Ball and
Day

Jam, which

the 2005
each

Labor

featured

DJ

Dub Cowboy.

“Tech

always
ei"

supPPnorte
enone
WVLtLo
5*
wus xd

music and awesome
Duzer Theatre unless ee
For a season brochure ormorejinformation|calll826-392 8.Vanareata:

=
’

dance floors,

so I have seen him quite a bit over
the years,” said Daniel Giannotta,
aka DJ Dub Cowboy. “The Sidelines in Arcata is one of my favor-

2006 Homecoming

Jam, featuring

Humboldt’s supreme legendary
DJ] Hal, spinning hip hop, R&B
and soul, also held at the Eureka
Veterans Hall.
“The only downside of actually
throwing an event is that you can't
really enjoy the event yourself,
Tech said. “The key to a good party is definitely being a good host. I
gotta make sure everybody's taken care of, making sure you're alright. If I see you looking thirsty,
I get you a free water. That’s why |
wish somebody else would throw
some functions too, so | could go
to those functions.”
Continuosly looking for support, Williams keeps high hopes
that others in the community will
see that what he is doing is improving the quality of the night
life of Humboldt County.
Williams is also looking for
a street tream. He said he needs
five girls and five guys, and one
of them has to be a mouthpiece;
meaning someone that can talk to
people, who knows everyone, and
who can get people to the party.
If interested, contact Tech Williams at 444-4427
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Staph#Outbreak:
for Adults?
eA MRSA
1argiacd

Images provided by L..A. Public

Health, lapublichealth.org

Both of the above images show the ugly face of methicilin-resistant staph. The open sores are characteristic of
staph infections at the intermediate stage of an outbreak.

Robert

Deane

rwd6@humboldt.edu

For students returning to HSU, the cold and flu may be
the least of their concerns. This year students will have to
be especially wary of a skin ailment that is becoming increasingly common in community populations. This skin
infection is Community Attributed Methicillin-Resistant
Staphylococcus aureus, or CA-MRSA.
CA-MRSA is a skin staph infection that is resistant to
most antibiotics. It can be found living on a person’s skin,
on shared objects, towels, hot tub benches and athletic
equipment. Infection can also be passed by rubbing against
a carrier's skin.
According to the HSU Student Health Center fact sheet
on MRSA, staph can be found in the soil, as well as on the
skin and in the noses of 25 to 30 percent of people yet does
no harm. It’s only when staph enters the body through a
break in the skin that it can become dangerous to the infected person.
Dr. Rebecca Stauffer, the Director of Student Health
and Counseling, said the Health Center became very con

cerned about MRSA when the percentage of cases record
ed in the Health Center increased from 19 percent in 2002
to 48 percent in 2003.

Recreation Center's Strength and Conditioning Facility.
“We receive a lot of compliments regarding the cleanliness
of our facility,” he said.
Despite this common group of people Stauffer said that
MRSA cannot be localized as to infect one particular group
of people over another.

“MRSA is like a painter painting with yellow paint who gets some paint on his hand
and rubs his nose.”
Mary McKenzie
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services

“It’s an equal opportunity skin infection that affects ev
eryone, not just one group,” Stauffer said.
This description reflects what triage nurse Sergio Co
dina has seen at the Open Door Clinic in Arcata, Calif.
Codina said in the past several months the clinic has had
a number of MRSA cases, with infected patients ranging
from children to the elderly. “Most were boils or abscesses

“Since that year we have seen the percentage of cases
level off from 30 percent in 2004 and now 38 percent in
2005,” Stauffer said, “but because of the increase we creat
ed the handout to make students aware of the problem and
also how to protect themselves.”
Athletes are the most common people infected with
MRSA because of skin-to-skin contact and also contact
with the wrestling pads or other sports equipment. To pre
vent
the passing of bacterial infections Drew Peterson,
the HSU athletic department's strength and conditioning

er person who would see an infection.
Mary McKenzie, senior public health

coach, said students have access to a hand wash

Humboldt

student

assistants

wipe

down

equipment

after

station and
use

in

the

[open sores] that had to be lanced and treated with antibi

otics,’ Codina said.
Stauffer explained another problem with MRSA is that
some people may only be in a carrier state and never have
an infection. The staph could be carried in the persons
nose or on their skin where it could be passed on to anoth

vices

said

County
MRSA

nurse

for

the

Department of Health and Human Set
can't

be

eradicated

because

it’s

carried

on

many parts of the body. McKenzie said many people carry
it, but never have an actual infection. The overuse of antibi
otics, including methicillin, for minor cases has led to this
strain of antibiotic resistant staph, she said. In turn now,
doctors at hospitals and clinics promote alternate methods
of dealing with MRSA.
“What we try to do to avoid antibiotics is if there is a
boil that after culturing it to confirm it is
MRSA, we lance,
drain and clean it out and then direct the patient to contin
ue to keep it clean to prevent reinfection,” Stauffer said.
The reason for this alternate procedure is that the over
use of antibiotics can promote resistance to the stronger
antibiotics. Stauffer and McKenzie said they would rather save antibiotics for cases that absolutely prompted the
need.
The Health Center and Public Health Department both
discourage the use of antibacterial soaps because they may
encourage MRSA to become resistant, making the soaps
eventually ineffective. Instead, Stauffer and McKenzie en
courage people to use hand sanitizer washes to prevent be
ing infected with a skin infection or virus. Stauffer said
that students can find wall-mounted units of this wash
throughout the Health Center and for about $3 you can
buy a small spray bottle of the handwash at the Health
Center's Pharmacy.
The early sign of a staph infection like MRSA, Stauffer
said, is aredness of the skin which then leads to the forma
tion of a pimple or blister that may resemble a spider bite
This is the dangerous part of MRSA, since people infect
ed with this type of staph may wait too long for treatment
thinking they only have a badly infected insect bite.
Sometimes you have patients come into the emergen
see STAPH, pg.
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Green Campus Program’s
exchange with a twist
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Can compact fluorescents make our world
greener?

lce (ream e [spressoe Desserts

oO

HOME OF THE FINEST GOURMET
ICE CREAM ON THE NORTH COAST.
IT RIGHT HERE)

(WE MAKE

@
oO

Plus! - DEATH BY CHOCOLATE CAKE
GRANDMA’s OLD RECIPE CARROT CAKE
OUR OWN CHOCOLATE SAUCE & HOT
FUDGE - CHEESECAKE - BABY CAKES FUDGE - TARTS - GIANT COOKIES!
MIX
ALSO

The incandescent bulb is on the left and uses 75 percent more energy than CFLs; the
center bulb is an encased CFL which makes a softer glow, and the bulb on the right is
a classic spiral CFL.

YOUR

OWN FLAVORS
STONE!

791

eah32@humboldt.edu

Old Town Fureka

8th Street

215 F Street

Jacobu’s Storehouse

Looking for an easy way to save energy, for free?
Now, the campus community has reason to bring
those regular incandescent light bulbs from home:
a light bulb exchange hosted by the Green Campus
Program. For every light bulb turned in to the club
table on the U.C. Quad, Green Campus will give you
one free compact fluorescent.
‘The spiral-saped bulbs are notorious for their
high price tag, and Green Campus hopes to increase
the use of CFLs, or compact fluorescent lamps,
through their exchange. Bring as many as you can
find, program coordinator and environmental science: technology junior Jeff Steuben said. Every
Wednesday and Thursday from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for the next few
months, Steuben said the club will “It 1s great to
keep a table open for the light bulb gp
campus
exchange.
“We have tons of these lights to
hand out,” Steuben said. “We want

green
©

if

is

incandescent

Saqib Keval is a sophomore who lives in the Al
der dorm where he works as a Living Group Advisor.
Keval, who is double majoring in political science
and ethnic studies, said that he wants to see students
in campus housing make the switch to CFLs and
take more

alterna-

junior

journalism,are

steps to improve energy efficiency.

Steuben said once the housing office hires a new
intern, the dorms will have their own additional
stash of CFLs to distribute.
HSU
environmental
science
junior

program

coor-

dinators with a team of volunteers
who will take turns tabling on the
quad.
Steuben said that his drive to improve everyone’ energy efficiency
comes from an understanding that
even with all the new green technology, energy efficiency is key to
lowering the human impact. When
a CFL

ficient. He said that another plus about the CFLs
than

see a group
promoting

HSU

and Steuben said they are up to 75 percent more ef
longer

in

Devin Trainor

as heat. CFLs never get nearly as hot to the touch,

times

Even the program operates with efficiency, funded without money from the campus. Steuben said
the program receives funding from Pacific Gas and
Electric, through the statewide organization The Alliance to Save Energy. There are branches of the program throughout the UC and CSU systems working
to educate campuses on the importance of saving
energy. At HSU, Steuben and Jocelyn Orr, an environmental ethics junior minoring

UVesS.

candescent lights, Steuben said,
lose big efficiency points since so
much power to the bulbs is wasted

ten

ing to get CFLS for a while. Trainor added, “It is
great to see a group on campus promoting green energy alternatives.”

energy

to get them out there, being used
and saving energy,’ he added. In

their lifespan:
bulbs.

Devin
‘Trainor
traded
in _ seven
light
bulbs for the free CFLs. He said he had been mean-

operates at one quarter the

energy use of an incandescent that means 1,000
pounds less carbon dioxide is emitted from the power plants, reduced emissions that Steuben said indi
cates the big changes possible through efficiency.
David

Narum,

HSU

lecturer

and

adjunct

OUR

TRY OUR VEGAN AND VEGETARIAN
SANDWICHES AND WRAPS.

Arcata Plaza

Elizabeth Hilbig

ON

Between

822-6488

©-

2nd & 3rd

268-0122

o_o

qo

ARCATA UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
1761 11th St. Arcata; phone:822-1963
www.gbgm-umc.org/arcataumc
SUNDAY

10:30 am

WORSHIP

FOR

FALL

2006

traditional service every week

9:00 am Open

Adore modern worship,

fourth Sunday|of
the month, 9/24, 10/22, & 11/26

OPEN ADORE
iaieall

CONTEMPORARY

WORSHIP

Join us for a young adult lead time of
worship, music and interaction.
Friday nights at 6:30pm all ages welcome
food and fellowship following the service

facul

ty member in environmental resources engineering,
said CFLs, while saving energy, have other prob
lems.
“While CFLs save energy, they also contain mer
cury in the glass tubing and could present health and
environmental risks if not disposed of properly,’ Na
rum said.
A warning included in the packaging of the CFLs
informs the consumer that, if a CFL is broken inside,
windows should be opened for ventilation.

see CFL Exchange, next page

RUMMAGE

SALE

SATURDAY

SEPT.

9TH

Need a few more items for your dorm room,
appartment, or house this fall?
Drop by AUMC from 9am -1pm.
Our lightly used, resonably priced rumage just
might be exactly what you've been seeking.
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Electrify Green
{lluminate yourself.

Months

An incandescent light bulb turns 10% of the energy it uses into light,

«= puton
a sweater
+ share a fridge and keep it full
+ insulate
your water hester
+ use “stand by” instead
of screen savers

+ use power strips for electronics
+ upgrade
to energy-efficient appliances

romatherapy Body Care

All regularly priced merchandise

No further discounts

1031 H Street

Open

A

7 Days

¢ Arcata

STATE

UNIVERSIT

Educational Flyer Provided by Green Campus Program

A Comparison of Watts Used In Different Bulb Styles
Standard

eee

¢ 822-3450

www.bubbles-arcata.com

ee

aca

For more information,
visit: www tuni ba cles

Bring in this ad between
August 23rd-September 9th

OFF

ah

carpus

Program

¢ Custom Fragrancing Always Available

for 5%

Make the future more

A compact fluorescent turns 70% into light. What a bright idea

+ Switch to compact fluorescents
+ turn
off lights

i
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MoonRise—
Mark Loughmiller, executive director of the Arcata Community Recycling Center, said there are spe-

specialty fixtures.

“There's poisonous mercury vapor inside of the
compact fluorescents, just like in
“Compare
a fluorescent tube,” Loughmiller

watt spiral bulb is $5.99 and comparable to a 60 watt

cific handling procedures for broken or dead bulbs.

Come’Celebrate Our

AUTUMN

SALE

said. He added that each bulb contains just a very minute amount

of mercury, meaning there is very
little threat that a household fluorescent would poison someone.
Still, even broken bulbs should be
taken to a household hazardous
waste facility. Due to the hazard-

ous mercury vapor, he said that
the Humboldt Waste Manage-

, Oth. & 10th

- Sidewalk Sale Savings up to 75%

+ 21% off on all Bulk Herbs and Teas
- 10% off everything in the store
including jewelry, books, journals

and Dr. Hauschka

crina.

Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
On the Plaza Arcata * (707) 822-5296 * www.moonriseherbs.com

At Ace Hardware in Arcata, the price of a CFL 13

the _ straight
waste of ten light bulbs to
the one compact fluorescent that needs hazardous waste handling in the
same time span.”

light bulb. The CFLs comparable to
both 75 and 100 watt lights arecurrently on sale for $2. They carry a
wide variety of bulb styles, shapes
and colors.
Green Campus plans to show
a Captain Planet movie every

Jeff Steuben

Wednesday in October at 7 p.m. in
Founder's Hall 125. The program

Green Campus Program coordinator,

environmental science:technology junior

will also hold a campus

advisory

regarding energy use on campus,
to be announced soon.

ment Authority in Eureka collects
used bulbs for proper disposal; the office is open Fri-

Sept. 8th

CFLs, especially important to consider when buying

Next on the efficiency crusade,
Steuben said the Green Campus

Program plans to

days and Saturdays only, and drop-off is free.
Loughmiller said that proper disposal involves

work on updating campus lighting. Also, computer labs are another big energy drainer. For instance,

recovering the mercury gas from the old lights, usually with a vacuum, and recycling the mercury. This
keeps it out of landfills as well.

cent of the energy used.

Steuben

said, while

it is unfortunate

Steuben said “screen savers don't save’, while setting
computers to go into sleep mode will save thirty per-

that CFLs

contain hazardous waste and must be taken to Eureka for proper disposal, the waste is properly dealt
with. “Compare the straight waste of ten light bulbs
to the one compact fluorescent that needs hazardous
waste handling in the same time span,” he added.
Steuben said to look for light fixtures that hold

Visit the Green Campus website for more event
details, contact info. and energy-saving information:
www.humboldt.edu/~greenhsu

TORG

_

|
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Energy Freedom in 2043

|

Progress for the HSU Energy Independence Program

TE

ea

eens

Elizabeth Hilbig
eah32@humboldt.edu

e

=

It has been know as H.E.LF, it’s been under the umbrella of the Sustainable Campus

Task Force, and currently is known as H.E.1.P. What is it? A campus-wide push to get HSU
energy independent by 2043. Co-director Jeffrey Hinton said implementing the program
would in turn fix economic and environmental problems, as well as set an example for
other communities. He said that, through student-raised funds, the campus will renovate
by gradually implementing renewable energy systems for HSU to meet its electricity demands.
Michael Winkler wrote the proposal for the Humboldt Energy Independence Fund
(H.E.I.F.) back in 2000, as an environmental resource engineer student at HSU. “It has

been a dream of mine for a long time to get HSU using sustainable technology,’ he said.
His proposal suggested implementing a mandatory $10 fee paid per student per semester, to start the energy independence fund immediately. The Sustainable Campus Task
Force stepped in to help manage the fund Winkler had suggested.

ABOLDT
cor

Winkler said that it was his engineer’s nature to make things practical, so he laid out a
clear plan for everyone to follow; this makes the solution more approachable.

rogram

Donations are always welcome, but the mandatory fee had to go to student vote.
A.S. President Snow said, “When the mandatory fee for the fund was originally voted
on in Spring 2004, we saw 86 percent student approval. That’s huge.”
Jeff Dunk, a lecturer in the department

of environmental

and natural resource scienc-

es, said the student vote is testament to their willingness to act on funding the initiative,
rather than just ask others to act.

ts
ad

“That election was the biggest turnout Associated Students has seen, yet the A.S. positions were all uncontested except one,” said Heidi Lovig, former Humboldt Energy Independence Program (H.E.I.P.) co-director and current member.
“These people went out of their way to say, “Hell yeah I want it! she said, adding that

||

a
eae
aa
|
The logo for H.E.LF., which features Founder's Hall
plugged in to the sun.
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THIS WEEK AT THE PEARL LOUNGE
Wed, Sep 6th

Girls’ Night out w/ DJ Walter Lee
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Thurs, Sep 7th
Fri, Sep 8th
Sat, Sep 9th

Tequila Thurs - $1 off
Day Two - Jazz from the 60's
Day Three - Funk infused w/ Jazz

Mon, Sep 11

Blue Monday « Blues Music + Drink Specials

Tues, Sep 12

Tequila Tuesday $1 off 135 100% Agave Tequila

20 WHISKEYS
20

SCOTCHS

1 2
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10 BEERS
$5
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HIGH END
DRINKS
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HERE IN HUMBOLDT

TEQUILA & VODKA FLIGHTS

APPETIZERS BY
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Humboldt State
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COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL

Student Affairs

SERVICE

Groups Fall 2006

continugd from pg. 41
cy room saying they have a

ally infected spider bite when in
fact they have been infected with
MRSA,”

McKenzie said.

If the infection goes untreated it can
in-

then
MINDFULLNESS

ABOUT

CHOOSING

USING - Explore your drug and/or alcohol use and how you make

not just one group.”

terial soap or

_ bones,

or

infec-

FOOD

tion
then

can
cause

& BODY-

This group will provide a safe and supportive

your body.
atmosphere in which to explore your relationship with food and your feelings about
self.
and
eating
to
approach
d
empowere
more
new
a
create
Together, we will work to

death

gets

Director of HSU Health Center

it

if

HEALTHY

ATTACHMENT...

HEALTHY

LETTING GO

- This group will focus on ways to

of
create better boundaries within your relationships. For example, we will explore issues
etc.
conflict,
assertiveness, emotional regulation, how to handle and cope with interpersonal

inside

SURVIVORS:

RAPE AND

SEXUAL

shame. Break the Silence. Join us:
others to know you aren't alone.

PERSONAL

GROWTH

ABUSE- You don't have to suffer in secrecy, silence,

Unlock the secrets that weigh you down.

Connect with

GROUP- This group is for individuals who would like to gain insights

about themselves through interaction with others. Group members help each other identify
growth.
themes involving past relationships and dynamics in order to foster psychological

To attend any of these groups come to Counseling and Psychological Services,
Student Health Center Building, 2nd floor, Room 205, to schedule a meeting with
the group leader.
For the days & times and most current information see our web page
http://studentaffairs.humboldt .edu/counseling

Absolutely Great Service and Technical Support!

Annual or monthly contracts available!

ited to living on just the skin, but
if they enter

[like MRSA]

the body through a break or open
wound can cause many problems
like blood poisoning,” Stauffer
said.
McKenzie said MRSA is not a
trackable illness in California despite cases being reported in much
of the state including Humboldt
County. Like chicken pox, McKenzie said it can only be tracked if
the state says to do so.
“I only hear about it [MRSA]

if an individual calls in to see how
to prevent spreading the infection
to others or wants to know how to
protect themselves from being infected; McKenzie said.
At HSU McKenzie and Stauffer
both feel that students living in
the dorms may have a greater
chance of becoming infected with

(707) 825-4638

Computer Repair
Classes in our Community Lab
Spam and Virus Filtering

“Any time a large popula
tion living close together and on
a budget that may prevent time
ly washing of clothing and other
personal items, you can see staph
having a greater chance of spread
ing, McKenzie said
“That’s why we put out the
handout{in January 2004] to tell
students not to share personal

items and also to use paper towels
and to wash their clothes and dry
them in dryers frequently to pre
vent spreading it especially stu
who

dents

said.
The

of

has sent out
to

health
but

infected,”

were

Humboldt

partment
out

For

individual

County

Public

MRSA,

in your skin, boils or abscesses
that have MRSA bacteria in them
to keep them covered with fresh
bandages and to dispose old bandages with care to prevent spreading it to others.
“MRSA is like a painter painting with yellow paint who gets
some paint on his hand and rubs
his nose,” says McKenzie. “He
then touches a door and continues spreading the paint on everything he touches and then the person who comes along after him

touches the same things he does,
continuing the spread.”

If my health care
rovider says I
ave an antibiotic

people

problems
according

ware

also
hand
of

the

caused by MRSA
to

McKenzi

-resistant staph

|infection, what
| can I do?

else

|
1.

Keep

the

infected

area|

| covered with clean, dry ban
|
dages. Pus from the infection is|
very

contagious.

2. Wash your hands with
soap and warm water, especial
ly after changing bandages or|
touching infected skin.

De

Health

an information

make

Stauffer

an

McKenzie says if you have breaks

the MRSA.

starting at $14.95

with a sanitizer wash.

with
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for people to be proactive,” he said.
Hinton said the immediate goals of the program
members are four part: to gain the chancellor's ap
proval of the mandatory fee, to raise awareness of the
program, to network with other campuses, and to get
faculty implementing the program into curriculum.
“[HSU] has very unique science programs that
can work in conjunction with the program,” he said.
He added that a variety of student learning can be ap
plied, such as design, environmental systems, political science, economics and grant writing.

Shyra Merila, a natural resources planning sophomore who just transferred from Oregon, said, “I became involved with the program because it fits my
passion for energy conservation and ecological is-

ec

sues.”
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Merila is excited to work with a program that gets
to implement real world improvements.
Hinton said that, at this point, he believes the HSU
program is the most ambitious campus energy independence program; he said Evergreen State in Washington instated a $1 fee increase for their fund.
Hinton gave several examples of systems already
in place at HSU, and said he would like to keep mak

|

ed. “For instance, it makes more sense to heat water
using natural gas as the two HSU cogeneration plants
do, rather than usé electricity,” he said.
Hinton said a key step in designing efficient ener
gy systems is determining where energy is used and
wasted the most, since one of the first steps should be
optimizing systems in place.
Hinton added that one sink’s waste is another’s
water; Lovig said this is the concept behind the new
SBS Building’s rainwater-run toilets. She added that
motion sensors also save light easily.
Lovig said, “This is about combining a lot of
small actions to get the campus more efficient.”
Winkier said fund policy requires student propos
al to determine projects, and local contractors hired
if necessary.

enrollment

at 7,550 students, that means

HOMIE > DELIVERY!

resources (natural gas and oil in particular), “I'd love

to see the entire university set an ambitious goal of,
say, 10 to 20 years for independence.”
Lovig said the goal for getting off the grid in 2043
is a tentative goal. “If the money gets rolling faster, we
could speed the timeline up,” she said.
Hinton said H.E.I.P. acts in everyone's best interest. “We all have an idea of what is harmful; often it
is difficult to assimilate the ‘right’ thing as individu
als,” Hinton
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$151,000 of

funds could be generated in one year.
The co-directors recently met with President
Richmond. By next semester, every student should
be prompted to donate $10 during registration or bill
payment, Hinton said. Unless, he added, the Chancellor approves the mandatory fee in an upcoming
meeting and students will see the fee included in
their bills.
“There's a bright light at the end of the tunnel so
long as the fee is made mandatory,’ Benoit said.
Thanks to a new CSU Chancellor’s executive order, Associated Students President Snow said that all
new amendments to CSU campuses must meet a degree of green building, or LEED, standards. This policy supports the implementation of a program such
as H.E.I.P., Snow said.
As for the timeline Winkler laid out in the proposal, is 37 years fast enough? Lecturer Dunk did say,
considering the availability of non-renewable natural

Ry IID

Now Offerin

17

the high voter approval of the mandatory fee shows the fund would be
serving student interest.
Unfortunately, the student approval was powerless against the Chancellor’s veto, and he declared a ban on
fee increases that term. The Humboldt Energy Independence Program
took the Task Force efforts and regrouped the H.E.I.E for management
under
this
new
title
(H.E.IP)
after the veto, she added.
President Rollin Richmond said it
was very unfortunate he was unable
Elizabeth Hilbig
From
left
to
right,
Heidi
Lovig,
co-direct
or
James
to win the chancellor over, but CSU f
Benoit, and
nancial restrictions led to the veto. “If . co-director Jeff Hinton discuss H.E.I.P. ina meeting.
you want to blame someone, blame me
Winkler’s program guidelines called for a solar
for not making enough of a case,” Richmond said,
panel array, placed at some central location on camadding he hopes to get the chancellor’s approval this
pus, as the first project.
fall.
“We want the first project to be something that
Now, several years later, reorganization among the
students can look at every day and feel a boost to
Humboldt Energy Independence Program has given
their morale,” Hinton said. Before this major project,
way to a strong momentum and high hopes.
he said the fund must grow.
Fourth year environmental resources engineer
According to Winkler’s estimations, the campus
Hinton and globalization studies junior James Benshould be self-reliant 37 years from now. This as
oit, the new co-directors, have the group devising
sumed the fund would a Pee by 2004, and that enplans for the campus projects.
rollment would grow .5% annually.
Benoit said he attended an A.S. meeting last year,
In reality, the fund only collected donations of
learned about H.E.1.P., and joined for an opportunity
$600 at this point, Hinton said. He said a mandatoto play an active role for a worthy cause. “Given the
ry fee would rapidly increase the fund.With HSU’s
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Science and Social Life:

A Calendar of Upcoming Activites and Events In the Realm of Science
California Native Plant
Society Annual Statewide
Conservation Cenference
September 8-10, on-going

This conference of the CNPS will be

- held at the Manila Community Center. The main topic will be methods of
conserving native plants. Participants
will meet CNPS officials from across

the state. Attend one or more days.

7

22™4 Annual Beach

Annual Storytelling

Clean-up

Festival by the Sea

Saturday, September 16
This community event, sponsored

September 8 and 9, on-going
The North Coast Storytellers present this gathering at the Town Hall in
Trinidad. Hear the popular “Mostly
Ghostly” on Friday night, or any of a
number of other events.

boldt residents cleaned up their favor-

Ticket fee involved; For more information, call 822-7685

ite seaside spot.

will take place in Sumeg Village at Patrick’s Point; a bus will bring partici-

Time, a presentation by HSU botany professor Dr. Terry Henkel

Wednesday, September 13, 7
p-m.

y+

Dr. Henkel will discuss the natural
history of mono-dominant forests in
the Guiana Shield region. Held at the
Arcata Masonic Lodge, 251 Bayside
Road

Call the NEC for more information,
822-6918

or

culture as well as her own. The event

pants from Arcata. Ticket fee involved;

register online at humboldt.edu/olli or
call Humboldt Extended Education

California State Parks
Volunteer Restoration

"

Saturday, September 16, from

4:30 p.m.
Author and redwoods expert Jerry

Rhode will lead the hike, which will

bs
.

Day

September Hike in the
Redwoods
Sunday, Sept. 10 9:30 a.m.-

Super-tree Relics in

Saturday, Sept. 16 1:30-4:30

A day of cultural learning and oral
history as told by Lou Moerner. Moerner will tell stories from the local

events.For more information, call Lar-

call 839-1980.

Native American
Storytellin

by the Northcoast Environmental Center, organizes groups to pick up litter
on the beaches. Last year, 1,530 Hum-

A ticket fee is involved for some
ry Levine at 822-7190
*The CNPS Native Plant Sale will
_ be September 16 and 17, held at the
NEC in Arcata. For more information,

Patrick’s Point Park

cover two Orick-Redwood Creek area
redwood parks. Bring drinking water,
lunch, a day pack, and hiking shoes. A
bus will bring participants to the trailhead from Arcata. Ticket fee involved;
register online at humboldt.edu/olli or
call Humboldt Extended Education

9-12
The local ecosystem has been invaded by European beachgrass, and
aggressive removal is key to combating
this invasive plant. Meet at Clam Beach
County Park, where participants will
be supplied with gloves and tools. A
BBQ picnic will follow the project. For
more information, call 677-3109

*
bY
* a

Courtesy of best.berekley.edu
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Lumberjack Editorial
What happens politically at HSU can be
said to be a microcosm of what occurs at every level of politics. In our political system,
there is a balance between what the people

want as a whole, and what those in authori-

Mc Reema elite

cat

nie

eer

tative positions want. Democracy is the scale
that seeks to keep one extreme for tipping
in one direction and allowing one group’s interest more dominance over another's.
Here the same power dynamic exists like

that of the national level.

The student body,

Wiepeietas tine teaniaa

through the Associated Students and Academic Senate, has both representation and the
ability to influence campus policy. The question the student body must ask is when one
of these legislative bodies passes a resolution,
but the HSU administration ignores it or does
the opposite, is there an imbalance?
Last semester, the Academic Senate voted

against

giving

Despite this,

athletes

priority

registration.

Vice President of Student Affairs

Steve Butler is designing the system and the
policy will be enacted.
The Senate also voted Steve Brusca as professor of the year, yet
President Richmond didn't sponsor his accéptance lecture and questioned his credentiats.
Associated Students did get the lecture organized, however.
There is no reason to debate motivation,
but what can be seen through the actions of
this administration alone is that they are not
listening to the pea they are supponed to

be

cooperative

with.

Richmond

Letters to the Editor
Unhap

y Workplace

I would like to respond to Jason Hardin’s letter

in the Aug. 23 issue. It would be easy (and
convenient) to dismiss his story

as being just

one disgruntled employee, but as an activist
with CSUEU 301, I have been entrusted with
many stories similar to his. His lack of pay raises,
coupled with increased work responsibilities, is
common throughout the campus and the CSU

university housing and vehicles). They receive
regular raises that are more than most of us make
altogether. It’s bad enough when corporations behave this way; in an institution of higher learning,
its inexcusable. One might consider the fact that,
should the administrators leave for a month, the
campus would manage quite nicely. Without staff,
the whole place would shut down.

system.

Jason was brave enough to speak out and say
what he thinks. Other people have told me that they
have done the same and were given hell for doing
so. Most people are afraid to say anything at all in
the current campus climate. I find that incredibly
disturbing. This is a university Campus, not a fascist
state. We have a right to speak up with out fear of
reprisal, especially now when the system is taking
advantage of us.
The CSU is currently offering a 2 percent pay
raise for CSUEU

represented

staff.

Last

year, our

paychecks trailed inflation by 17percent. The projected inflation for 2006 is 4percent. If we were to
accept the CSU’s insulting offer, we would-for all in
tents and purposes-be making nearly one-fifth less
than we were five years ago. This is not acceptable,
especially when the chancellor and the administra
tors across the state are receiving paychecks, hous
ing and vehicle allowances (or the free use of

“Something

Many of our staff are just flat wearing
out...our campus has become an unhappy place to work.

Many of our staff people are just flat wearing out.
Over and over again, people have said things to me
like, “I’m so stressed out, I feel like I’m hanging on
by my teeth.” Our campus has become an unhappy
place to work. Leadership is needed here-true lead
ership, not the CEO mentality that has infected the
CSU

system.

Deborah Baskette
Loleta

is Amiss”

has over-

turned more Senate votes than his predecessor, Alistair McCrone. Richmond himself said
last May that leadership is not about being
forceful, but about being cooperative. If this
is the case, then the administration is failing
as leaders.

Send letters to the editor at

thejack@humboldt.edu
The Lumberjack
Statement of Policy
* Questions regarding the editorial content of
The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor
at 826-3271.
| -Staff columns, guest columns and cartoons reflect the
opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of
‘The Lumberjack or HSU.

Since classes have started up for the fall term
of 2006, I want to welcome new students, but also
warn students that it is unsafe for you to work in
buildings at night. This is because no one is around
to monitor the building's occupants and secure the
building from the inside out. That is because in August of 03, this administration moved the custodial
shift from 5:00p.m.-1:30a.m. to 3:30a.m.-12p.m. so
as to “capture” our modest shift differential check
via a loophole in the contract.
President Richmond said, after th e rape which
occurred last April, that we must “recommit ourselves to watch out for each other.” However, do you
realize that last May 16', a perpetrator at the Annex either came in through a ground window that
was left open, an ajar exterior door or, just stayed
in the building before it was locked from the out
side. Once in, he kicked open a number of doors
until he finally tripped a silent alarm. He was ar
rested just about the time the custodian was due to
start*work. He had in his possession a knife, and
I believe a master key or card he obtained during
the burglary. This would have never happened if we
custodians were on our old shift.

Surely, this penny-pinching of the shift differ
ential pales in comparison to the outlay of mon
ey for the president’s own 13percent raise in 2006
($30,000per year for custodial wage) and the promotion of Carol Terry and Bob Schultz the same
year.
Speaking of Bob Schultz, what about the
$400,000 plus gateway project he oversees with its
two towers and now the addition of22 more minime towers (all lighted), so as to attract more

stu

dents (like moths, I guess). At least if we custodians
were on the old shift, we would be able to help by
turning off lights, shutting windows, saving energy , and reducing utility bills. Surely, along with all
the building projects and the remodel of Science B
there is no shortage of funds. That's why it hurts stu
dents to have their parking fees going up, and hurts
the lowest paid workers to be put on an inefficient,
unsafe shift and have their pay cut for no good rea
son. Something is amiss, and I appeal to the presi
dent to fix it.

George

HSU

Green

Custodian

[FORUM]

The Inconvenient Truth

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

about “An Inconvenient Truth”

Why Al Gore is part dangerous politician

Jan Lundberg
Guest Columnist
modifications in energy use are
ergy savings here and there, but
money to renewable energy and
said if it happened, then nuclear
This year’s movie, “An Inconthe answer (assuming they could
not much after growth canceled
efficiency while upholding the
would be used for “backing out
venient Truth,” is a most persuabe done immediately).
out the savings over the years.
Clean Air Act. One assumes that
more coal,” which he calls “the
sive appeal to recognize global
of the strongest critiOne
But the least known reason car
Gore or any Democrat would ofreal issue.” If coal is the real iswarming as a crisis literally off
cisms of “An Inconvineint Truth
technology is not the key to atfer more resources for better ensue, we should assume Gore has
the charts. The film’s star Al Gore
is that energy supply and the cermospheric healing is that most of
ergy policy than the Republicans
not changed his pro-"clean coal”
and his team have also done a
tain disruption of
do. Somehow Gore or a
stance, and that his movie would
good job of debunking the “conour present greensimilar Democrat would
All considered, it is safe to say that Al Gore house-gas generhave contained something definfusionist” effort to downplay clibe counted on, as a sanitive for or against coal.
mate change that strives to mainis in effect trying to prop up the status quo ating lifestyle was
montake
to
spender,
er
Gore
past
it
put
not
would
I
tain the status quo.
mentioned.
while hoping to slow down global warming . not
ey out of the Pentagon's
to pretend not to be a nuclear
However, Gore's effort is also
be nice
would
It
and maymaw
a tad.
part of an attempt to hiif petro collapse
be even stop the
jack the growing con“An
of
sms
critici
erased
suddenly
st
stronge
the
One of
needless
concern over the greenInconvenient Truth” is that energy struction of more roads. the air pollution associated with the greenhouse gas threat, but it's
house effect.
Laying
not that simple.
the car is from just the mining
out the problem so well, supply and the certain disruption of Those reforms in spendand manufacturing of the car and
ing are gigantic ifs.
and then offering pieceJan Lundberg works for a
our present greenhouse-gas generatits components. (Environmental
Then there are pseudo
meal solutions, is the
small organization in Arcata
Forecasting Institute,Germany)
ned.
reforms: switching to betmodus operandi of all ing lifestyle was not mentio
called Culture Change, forAll considered, it is safe to say
ter light bulbs and differwell-funded technofix
merly the Sustainable Energy
that Al Gore is in effect trying to
ent cars is pathetically inadvocates. Some enerInstitute until 2004, which exhopwhile
prop up the status quo
adequate because such a limited
threat, although he is articulate
gy reformers have greencredibilamines and discusses the culing to slow down global warming
approach is decades late to have
against nuclear weapons prolifity because they tend toward only
tural factors in how we treat
a tad. Yet, “He is moving people
more than the mild impact they
eration via nuclear power. Gore
renewable technologies. Gore,
the Earth and each other. For
up the ladder to an awakening,
ever could.
But those are the
does not say to shut down the
however, is for nuclear power and
more info visit
and it starts rung-by-rung, handtop recommendations Gore and
nuclear power plants, presum“clean coal.” Or was he for these
www.culturechange.org
over-hand” - this from one of his
his movie make.
‘This strategy
ably because he thinks we need
industries only up until now?
former mentors not in the film.
and message have been a failure
the energy. But do we?
Al Gore may be repositioning
The purpose of this essay is not
for the modern environmental
Gore’s energy stance, and by
himself. In a Grist online interto weigh Gore's net worthiness
movement's entire history (post
extension his climate stance, is
view last May, he said, “I doubt
but to counter the dangerous eridealistic first Earth Day). One
in the same basic camp as Bush's
nuclear power will play a much
ror of his film’s conclusion that
can point to a modicum of enexcept Gore would give more
larger role than it does now.’ He
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letters, cont’d_
On behalf of the animals...

PTET

On Aug. 15, the Eureka City Council quickly approved a $432,545 “Vet Center and Shift Cage” bid
for the Sequoia Park Zoo.
Why do I say they quickly approved this bid? The

Fat Da

ire

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

zoo needs an American Zoology Association (AZA)

accreditation because it allows them to acquire animals for other zoos. It makes getting animals a lot
easier. The zoo is having a hearing with the AZA on
Sep. 24 to try to get their reaccreditation. They want
the AZA to “favorably consider” their application.
In July of last year the AZA did not re-accredit the zoo on the usual five-year interval due to a
“list of concerns.” Included on this list was the need
to improve the primate and bear exhibits, as they
are outdated and don't meet current animal welfare
standards. Why isn't the zoo spending half-a-million dollars to renovate Bill the Chimp’s enclosure or
Rosemary the Bear's enclosure right now? Simple,
IT’S ALL ABOUT MONEY.
If the AZA re-accredits the zoo in September, the
zoo will then have five more years to drag out any
improvements to Bill’s enclosure and Rosemary's
cement hole in the ground. Ms. Zeigler, the zoo’s
curator, has publicly stated that once Bill dies, the
Sequoia Park Zoo will no longer have chimpan
zees. So, in five years Bill and Rosemary will probably be dead. ‘There will be no need to build million
dollar exhibits for dead animals. You see, IT’S ALL
ABOUT

Feeling left out...
sight, and even worse for the ones looking out

from the steel bars. Right after Mama bear gave
birth, zoo staff killed her and her mate. The 12-yearold girl fundraising for their new home was devas-

tated. She called the zoo and got the same lie they

gave to the press: “A visiting vet cam in this week
and had no authorization, but thought they were
suffering and euthanized them.” The girl knew they
were lying to her. As an adult now, she knows that
it would have been impossible for the cubs to be
safe with zookeepers unless they were “imprinted”
on them. For that to happen they would have to be
hand-raised by humans and not their bear parents.

bear enclosure.

You see, Mama

back in the 80s, so they killed them. But instead of
telling the truth, zoo officials ‘spun’ the story to keep
face with the public.
That broken-hearted 12-year-old was I. I will
never forget what happened and what machinations
the Sequoia Park Zoo is capable of.
I challenge the City Council of Eureka to immediately request bids for the chimpanzee and bear enclosures with a Sept. 24 2006 deadline and to quickly
approve a bid and start the contractors working before winter. Build Bill and Rosemary decent enclo
sures before they die. Show me the zoo has changed
and that animals are now your #1 priority, because |
haven't seen it yet.
Mara Rigge
Trinidad

and Papa bear were

to reach

the Forum

-The Lumberjack welcomes

submissions for guest
Or guest cartoons.

columns

section
eLetters and guest columns must
include the writer's name, city of
residence and phone number.
Also include major and year in
school if a student.

eLetters to the editor should be no

less than 350 words and guest col-

lumns no more than 750 words.

eLetters and guest columns will
be edited for grammar and spelling.

-Letters and guest columns must
be received by 5 p.m. Friday for

next issue consideration.

|'sLetters from the same author will

only be published every 30 days.

owned cooperative grocer (in
has existed to serve our commu-

nity since 1973. it is only three or four blocks from Wildberries and
Safeway. Onr block west of the Plaza. Plus! our ad was printed in this
edition but who would know, no headline or logo.
Karen Brooks
CO-OP Marketing Director
Editor's note: The Co-op in Arcats is located at 811 I St., and 5th and
L in Eureka. All members recieve discounts and special offers.

Hear You!
Did something happen in your community, be it on campus in the
city, state, nation or world and you have a reaction, positive or nega
tive? Arent you tired of discussing it with only those people in your cir
cle of friends? Or maybe you've got a short story, column, poetry, pho
tographs or a wickedly witty cartoon you would like to share with the
community.

in a tiny cage at the entrance of the zoo. They paced
neurotically. It was a depressing and pathetic

How

8/23 issue). The North Coast Co-Op

There was nowhere to send the two neurotic bears

MONEY.

I remember back in 1981 there was a picture of a
12-year-old girl in the Humboldt Area Foundation’s
Annual Report. She was fundraising for the new

No mention of a local community

sLetters can be e-mailed (preferred), faxed, snail-mailed or directly brought in to The Lumberjack.
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu

Fax: 826-5921
Address: The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East Room 6,
Humboldt State University,
Arcata, CA 95521

The Lumberjack would love to hear from you! We publish ever)
week, which means you have another 14 opportunities to share your
thoughts this semester.
Submitting things to the Forum section is an easy enough task, and
youve got three options: 1.) You can send an email to thejack@humbolt
edu (please use MS Word for attached letters and send graphical con
tent as TIFF or JPEG files); 2.) You can bring it down to the newsroom
personally. We are located in Nelson Hall East 6, (down the stairwell
next to the bathroom and candy machine in Nelson Hall East); or 3.)
snail mail it to:
[he Lumberjack
Nelson Hall
East Room 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata,

CA 95521

Just a few more things to conside1

Submissions must be received by

Friday

at 5p.m.

in order

to be

considered for publication

We will edit letters and guest columns for spelling and grammar,
but not content
Letters should be less than 350 words and guest columns are lim
ited to
750 words, and includethe author's name, city of residence tele

phone number and students should include their major and class year
The

Lumberiack

is not

vour

personal

soapbox:

so,

in

order

to

give

every person ample opportunity to scrawl their piece in print we will
publish letters from the same author only once every 30 days.

You have the opportunity to express your views and experiences in a
forum where others will actually read it. Speak up!

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

[FORUM]

More pressure is a good thing?
Inflate your bike tires for an easier ride
aap
Brian Early
Guest Columnist

tire, the less PSI there is.

ride up the hills to school, I pass

house, so I could pump up tires

many people with ease as they

for fellow riders.

waste precious body energy with

low tire inflation.
I live on Alliance Road, a busy

throughfare

for Arcata.

I dont

watch much regular TV, but
I'm addicted to my window TV,

watching

the daily drama

that

rolls down Alliance. Cars, bikers,

kids, the old dude on the scooter, the tricycle lady who stops in
front of my house to smoke pot.
It is always changing - except for
low tire inflation.

Under

inflation

of tires in-

creases rolling resistance on the
road. Rolling resistance is the
resistance that occurs when an
object like a tire rolls. With under inflated tires, the rolling resistance increases, wasting one's
energy. Air pressure supports 95
percent of the weight of your bicycle.

Many

people

erroneously

think they have proper tire inflation, when they actually have
up to 50 PSI less than they could.

shops.

stand your bike and how it works.
There are bike stands, tools and
lube. There’s a truing stand so

faces of people who have ridden
many miles on under-inflated

wheel. We even have an authentic popcorn popper. And, there
is a bicycle pump that is located
outside the building, so one can
pump up his or her tires 24 hours
a day. Tires lose pressure naturally, so one needs to check their tire

tires to suddenly be riding faster
with less energy on properly inflated tires.
In two

weeks

is the annual

“Car Free Day,’ a global day of using any other method of trans-

pump-

flation for a road bike is usually

into the Bicycle Learning Center

between 90 to 140 PSI, or pounds
per square inch. Mountain bikes

on campus for a check-up.

use lots of energy

more people to ride bikes. They
want to help you learn to under-

you can learn to true your own

ing his or her legs only to waste
it with poorly inflated tires. With
better inflation, they would be

son

volunteers know little about bikes
and only about tire pressure (me),
and some volunteers have worked

You should see the smiles on the

It's easy to read what your
proper tire inflation should be.
Look on the side-wall of your
tire. Spin it around until you find
the word inflation with a number. For instance, the proper in-

There are few things that pain
my soul such as watching a per-

The BLC is located behind
Nelson Hall East and West. It’s
a group of volunteers that want

portation than the car. Now’s the
time to take the bike that’s been
rusting in your backyard and give
it some love so you can ride it on
Sept. 22 and days after. Bring it

pressure every one to two weeks.
Road tires lose pressure
than mountain bike tires.

faster

And the BLC always needs
more volunteers. You don't need
to know bikes; you just need to
love them. The more volunteers
we have, the more we can keep the
shop open during the day. Some

as paid bicycle mechanics at bike
I believe in tire inflation because I believe in bicycles. I believe that proper tire inflation will
bring more smiling faces to bicycle riders, and they will want to
ride their bikes more. They will
want to ride their bikes more because it’s fun exercise, saves money, and it saves the environment.

Riding with a bike posse is even
more

It’s my

fun.

favorite

hu-

man invention. Through our own
power, we as a species are able to
move faster. Bicycles are the most
efficient vehicles, even more efficient than walking. But with fun
comes responsibility, and proper
tire inflation is on the top of the
list.
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broke, I kept it in the front of the

riding faster with larger smiles on

Read The Lumberjack.
You might learn something
you didn’t know.

amistake!

Got a tip or a story idea?
Call us in the newsroom.

(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu
Submit event announcements

for free calendar listing.
events@humboldt.edu
Read us online at thejack.humboldt.edu.
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their face. Before my tire pump

range from 55 to 80 PSI. Cruiser
bicycles are 35 PSI. The wider the

There are a few things I believe
in. I believe in bicycles, and I believe in proper tire inflation. As I

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

[FORUM]
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“What is your opinion of the HSU
dorms?”
Erich Lery
Freshman

Philosophy

_ “Pretty nice, everything
is close, but the cops
make it awkward.”

Story ideas?

Call: 826-3271

a
Have an event?
E-mail the infe to:

events@humboldt.edu

Maria Hester

Freshman

Chemistry
“The design feels like
a prison, but the people
here are pretty cool?”

Press releases?
Letters to the editor?
Guest columns?

Send it to:
thejack@humboldt.edu

GQ
Press kits?
Newsletters?

Evan King

Send it to:

Nelson Hall East
The Lumberjack
Humboldt State
'
University

Freshman

Art/Botany
“T don't like how
eople
can blast music, but were
not allowed to have little

Arcata CA, 95521

amps to play live.”

4
N

Luiza Osborne
Freshman

English

Want to advertise?
Want to print
classifieds?

Call: 826-3259

“It's cool. There's lots of
new people who are all
really nice.”

Read The ‘Jack online!

_ Paige Peterson

thejack.humbolt.edu

Freshman

Psycology

“T love it, it's a great exeriance, and you learn |
ow to control yourself.

HSU students?
Join the class!

JMC 327
(pre-req JMC 120)

“

‘

ey

ALENDA
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Fri. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

CCAT Workshop. Join CCAT

CCAT. Volunteer day. Bring
a friend and learn about sus-

for a workday and workshop, to
learn about sheet rock removal and composting. 10 a.m. at
CCAT, Jenkins House 99. Contact ccat@humboldt.edu.

tainable living. Work with
friendly staffon projects in the
CCAT house or on the grounds.
All are welcome, no experience necessary. 4 p.m. at CCAT,
Jenkins House 99. Contact
ccat@humboldt.edu

information

HSU
Student Health Center offers im
Immunizations.

Tuber-

culosis (T.B.), Mon., Tues. and
Wed. from 10 - 11 a.m. and 12 -

2 p.m. All immunizations except
T.B. are also available Thurs. and
Fri. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

West

3rd St., Old Town, Eureka. 8 p.m.
Call

(707)

839-1219

for

visit www.econom-

10
Meditation.
from

to compete in the

BMX races at Redwood Acres
Fairgrounds, 3750 Harris Street,
Eureka. Sign up from 4 to 6:30
wood

Empire

BMX,

(707) 599-

6290, or visit www.rebmx.org.

tickets.

$12 in advance, $15 at the door.

Heal

stressful

meditation

BMX Racing. All-aged riders
are welcome

a

Group.

with

Meet

the

week
the

through

Arcata

at the Aikido

Twesday

Surf 4 Peace Contest. Samoa
Beach, in Eureka. Check in is at
8 a.m. $20 for contestants under

8

Arcata.

For

more

info,

call

thejack@humboldt.edu

to 2 p.m. All immunizations,
except T.B., are also available

10 a.m.

Thurs. and Fri. 10 a.m. to 12

HSU Library Research Workshop. Sign up for the weekend
class and learn to use the library
more efficiently, SP 285: Beginning Academic Research. Sept. 9
to 10 and Sept. 16 to 17, from 1

p.m.
West African Dance. Les
sons offered Tues. and Thurs. at
the Arcata Dance Center, 824
L Street, Arcata. All levels wel

Your ad can be here.
Call our ad office at

(707) 826-3259
linpads@humboldt.edu

5:30 to 7 p.m., $7. Contact

Dulce, 832-9547.

BMX Racing.
All-aged riders are welcome to compete in
the BMX races at Redwood Acres
Fairgrounds, 3750 Harris Street,
Eureka. Sign up from 2 to 4 p.m.
For more info, call Redwood Empire BMX,

(707) 826-3271

culosis (T.B.), Mon., Tues. and
Wed. from 10 to 11 a.m. and 12

Cen-

come.

Saturday

Story ideas or suggetions?
Call the newsroom at

munizations including Tuber-

Zen

to 5:30 p.m.

9

E-mail the date, time,
price, location and a
short description to
events@humboldt.edu

HSU Immunizations. HSU
Student Health Center offers im-

mind

ter, 8th and “F” Street, Arcata.
and

12

_—Sunday

It's free!

POSSESS

CCAT Tour. See what's new
in sustainable technology on a
guided tour through the CCAT
house and grounds at. 2 p.m. at
CCAT, Jenkins House 99. Contact ccat@humboldt.edu.

CALENDAR

Story ideas or suggetions?
Call the newsroom at
(707) 826-3271
thejack@humboldt.edu

Meditation. Practice healing
the mind from stress by meditating with the Arcata Zen Group.
740 Park Avenue, Arcata. 7:30
p.m.

(707) 599-6290, or vis-

it www.rebmx.org.

the

Boardshop, 825-SURF.

<>

DATSUWN

TOYOTA

Live Music.
Local favorite
band, Kulica, will continue the
Surf 4 Peace celebration. Red Fox
Tavern, 415 5th Street, Eureka at

9 p.m. $5, 21 and up.
Fall Harvest Festival at HSU.

Associated Students presents the
6th Annual Fall Harvest Festival
with free music on the University Center Quad; from 2-7 p.m.

Bands include Lyrics Born, Everton Blender, The Reggae Angels
and more! Center Arts 826-3928.

Humboldt Hills Hoedown.
Music from 11 a.m. to 11] p.m.
Gates at 10 a.m., Benbow Lake
State Park. Presented by the Ma
teel Community Center. For tick
ets go to www.inticketing.com.
For more info, call 923-3368 or
go to www.mateel.org.

<>

SUBARU

¢ Brakes
{free inspection

& estimate)

* Electrical Repairs

* Cooling Systems
* Clutches

AUTOMOTIVE

* Engine Overhauls

* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822-3770
Street,
HK,
{N

Yo)
JX
FIVE. WAN

RE

Arcata

Just

°

north

of

Café

Mokka

Lock

Do | WANE

ON

To PRENIX

FUN

NN

Be
CRERTING ANG
ENTERTAINING

OWN

AN

\

THE

hek

ies Club. Majors and non-majors
welcome. Nelson Hall East 116, 5
p.m. Contact rsclub@humboldt.
edu.

47A

tition for economic fuel entrepreneurs is from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
Goodwin Forum, HSU. For more

tickets.

for

Zlumber

Pi

Club Meeting. Religious Stud-

Synapsis Theater,

839-1219

(707)

Bio-Fuel Business Challenge.
The 2nd Annual college compe-

JEEP

Thursday

Club Meeting. MECHA. Nelson Hall East 106. 6:30 p.m. Contact rsclub@humboldt.edu

The

Hedwig and the Angry Inch.
The Synapsis Theater, 47A West
3rd St., Old Town, Eureka. 8 p.m.
$12 in advance, $15 at the door.

18. $40 for adults, presale $35.
Pre-entry fees include a t-shirt
and can be paid at the Greenhouse Boardshop, 1041 H Street,

DJ Dance Party. Steelhead
Lounge, Blue Lake Casino, 777
Casino Way, Blue Lake 21.

including

p.m. All immunizations, except
Fri. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

HONDA

Live Music. The Lord's Burning Rain and Ed Mudshi perform
heavy jazz-punk at the Alibi, 744
9th Street. 11:15 p.m., 21 and
older. $4.

munizations

5:30 p.m.

T.B., are also available Thurs. and

Call

p.m. For more info, call RedLive Music. The Gas band
plays acoustic rock at Humboldt
Brews, 856 10th Street, Arcata.10
p.m., 21 and older.

HSU

HSU Immunizations. HSU
Student Health Center offers immunizations including Tuberculosis (T.B.), Mon., Tues. and Wed.
from 10 ta 11 a.m. and 12 to 2

icfuel.com.

BMX Racing Practice. BMX
bike racers of all ages are invited to peddle to perfection from
4:30 - 6:30 at the Redwood Acres
track, 3750 Harris Street, Eureka.
See Friday and Sunday for race
schedule. For more info, call Red
wood Empire BMX, 599-6290 or
visit www.rebmx.org.

7

HSU Library Research Workshop. Sign up for the weekend
class and learn to Use the library
more efficiently, SP 285: Begin
ning Academic Research. Sept. 9
to 10, or Sept. 16 to 17, from 1-

SCOHSSSOESSHHHHHESEHEEHEHEESHHSSEHESEHHSESEEES

(T.B.), Mon., Tues. and Wed.
10 to 11 a.m. and 12 to 2
All immunizations, except
are also available Thurs. and

~=Monday

MAZDA

losis
from
p.m.
T.B.,

411

cB Rem

munizations including Tubercu-

HSU Immunizations. HSU
Student Health Center offers immunizations including Tuberculosis (T.B.), Mon., Tues. and
Wed. from 10 to 11 a.m. and 12
to 2 p.m. All immunizations,
except T.B., are also available
Thurs. and Fri. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Saturday

ae ee ne

HSU Immunizations. HSU
Student Health Center offers im-

Q

Friday

8
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hg
Brought

to

—>

you

by

REDWOOD

QUALITY

AUTOMOTIVE'S

FRIENDLY

SERVICE

exc

MLE

BEHAVIORAL

RESPITE

WORKERS to work 1:1 with chil-

vember. Call 822-1758 for more

the client’s behavior plan. Behavioral Respite is provided in the

information. Marijuana anonymous meets every Wednesday
night 7-8pm in HSU Annex room

community activites. Experience
with people with special needs

M27:

8

hr plus mileage

TRNAS
stn
ne

tee

may

include

reimbursement.

Hours are flexible and include afternoons, evenings, and/or week-

ju:
es

and

and/or implementing behavior
plans required. Salary is $10.30/

Pee

HSU AA MEETINGS are tem-

ends. Requirements include an
insured vehicle, First Aid & CPR
certification. Application and job
description available at Humboldt
Child Care Council, 2259 Myrtle
Ave., Eureka or www.hcccl.org.
For more information call Julie or
Michelle at 444-8293.

Tee

porarily moving to Nelson Hall

dren/young adults with developmental disabilities, implementing

client's home

ad UOT

te

plus. Great working environment.

Email resume to office@mateel.
org or drop off at 59 Rusk Lane in
Redway, CA. Telecommuting arrangements are a possibility for
the right person. Deadline for
appllications September 8, 2006.
Call 707 923-3368 for more info.

ee ee

THE
LUMBERJACK
seeks
a Student Advertising Designer.
Position begins September 2006,
with training ASAP. Candidate
must have excellent skills in com
puter programs such as Adobe
Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign. Portfolio and experience a
big plus. Must be enrolled in at
least 6 credits at Humboldt State.
‘The job pays $100 per issue. Hours
are flexible, but most work is done
Fridays through Tuesdays. Please
call Sarah at 826-3259 or stop by
the office in Nelson Hall East.
SIX RIVERS BREWERY is
seeking experienced line. cooks
and dishwashers for the fall semester.

Please

bring

resume

as

ehh

ae ee
ee

well as available days. Apply in
person, ask for m anagement. Call
839-7580.

TIN
BOOKS,

CAN

MAILMAN

including

BUYS

TEXTBOOKS

for cash or trade credit. Huge se
lection, open daily.
& H Arcata 822-1307

Corner of 10th

as

Creativity

ara
ee
Self-Hea

re

East for September through NoA monthly support group

ifwe/made/amistake:

exploring health and wholeness
through the expressive arts,
including movement, music,
art and writing.
BEGINS

NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS FOR MEETING INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 4448645

SAT. SEPT.
1-4 pm

Pactitated
Miriam
Phe

Living

GENTLE HOLISTIC
CHIROPRACTIC — CARE.

MNIF'T

Counseling

creauivityheals@

Relief for sports, auto. and stress
related
injuries and imbalances. Jan Dooley, D.C. and Lorna
Skrine, D.C, 912 Tenth St., Arca-

30th

by:

ELabes,
Arts

826-1400

ext.

Center

3#

yahoo.com

RENEW YOURSELF
Liberate your inner artist!

ta. 822-9171.
ACROSS

PART-TIME
SEASONAL
VENDOR
COORDINATOR
needed
for
community-based
nonprofit. Job entails organizing food, arts, and craft vendors
at MCC festival events. Detail
oriented, effective communication and organizational skills required. Database entry skills a

=
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JEANS! JEANS! JEANS! All
$4.99/pair. 501’s Wrangler, Levi
Strauss, Eddie Bauer, etc. Pants,
shorts, skirts, over-alls, jackets.
Kids, maternity, adult, most sizes, many colors. St. Vincent de
Paul Thrift Store, 528 2nd St.,
Old Town Eureka. Open Monday through Saturday, 10 am till

RESTAURANT

CA$H

ROS:
e

STANTON’S

Read The Lumberjack.
You might learn something

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND

you didn’t know.

CHECKS

OK!

All other types too!

5 pm.
Orlandi Valuta Services

Lost
STOLEN
iMAC
G4
from
HSU Center for Indian Commu-

nity Development 8/25, Brero
House. White, “half-dome” shape
w/built-in display. Has_historical photo archive on it. Its Hupa
name is “Tsing.” It was purchased
with grant money and cannot be

replaced. If you

know

anything

about it, or wish to return it, contact CICD

at 826-3711.

No ques-

tions asked.

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 * Saturday 10-3

Got a tip or a story idea?
Call us in the newsroom.

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

|

)

(707) 826-3271

)

thejack@humboldt.edu

)

Submit event announcements

for free calendar listing.
events@humboldt.edu
Read us online at thejack.humboldt.edu.

THE
REDWOOD
PEACE
AND JUSTICE CENTER
is training people interested in working
at the front desk of the center. The
training will be held from 6:308:00 p.m. on Wednesday, September 6th at the RPJC, 1040 H
Street in Arcata. Volunteers greet
visitors, retail merchandise, answer questions, book events and
do special projects. Join our wonderful group of committed activists and ensure a sustainable future for all.

Ladies...
Need extra money for school?

Bills? Fun?

We need dancers for a new
Gentlemans Club in Eureka

FANTASY

Arcata

Major- Secial Work
“It was recommended . They

were very mice and talked me

You are worth MORE than

through every step.

‘minimum waget

Major- Psychology

Call Jenna:
(707) 832-3918
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FRIS/B
HUMBOLDT BREWS
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FRI9/7Z9
MAZZOTIKS
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AS SEEN OM [ADULT SUSI}
Mon 10/2
HUMBOLDT BREWS

i DARK STAR
ORCHESTRA

WED. 9/20
| MATEEL COMMUNITY
CENTER
FOI UPCOMING EVENTS:

|

MON 10/16
MAZZOTI'S

10/75 PUMA TRIO 10/26 BARERRE/ TACKETT memes aurieeay
TICKETS AT THE WORKS, THE
WU.PASSIONPRESENTS.COM

METRO,

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

MONSOON
TEU
77
VO)
INTICKETING.COM

INFO@PASSIONPRESENTS.COM
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COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
——{NCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TA & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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